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-MUDDY WATERS-----
Rains and high temperatures that melted snow caused College Brook to run over with muddy 
waters yesterday. Cooler temperatures, however, are expected for today and tomorrow.(Alan 
Kamman photo) 
K-V an ridership is questioned 
By John Gold 
University System of New 
Hampshire (USNH) Trustee 
Paul Holloway told Trustee 
Board members that unless 
public ridership increases, 
USNH will not be able to 
continue as part of the COAST 
system due to finances. 
George Olson, chairman _ of 
COAST, however, says it is too 
early to say this. 
"It's still very early in the life 
of the system. It usually takes 
two to three years for ridership 
to develop in any system," 
Olson said. 
William Puffer, general 
manager of the COAST/ Kari-
Van syst-em also says more time 
is needed. 
Bus shuttle started 
"There is no need to be so 
concerned so early," Puffer 
said. "My experience has been 
with the public, that public 
transportation is slow to 
catch." 
Speaking at the January 27 
Board of Trustees meeting, 
Holloway said, "If the public 
doesn't use the bus system, 
we 're going to have to look very 
hard at it. We can't let it go on if 
nothing happens." 
By Maggie McKowen 
The Kari-Van bus.service has 
established an on-campus 
shuttle service, according to 
Kari-Van Supervisor William 
Puffer. 
There will be three new stops 
where the Kari-Van will pick 
~p students in order to bring 
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them to another on campus 
location: 
The stops are located across 
the street from Scorpio's 
Provisions (formally Scorpio's 
Pub), across the street from 
Davis Court Apartments, and 
ROUTES, page 13 
Ridership has decreased 17 
percent from last year, 
according to Frank Bachich, 
vice president of financial 
affairs. Between · September 
1981 and January 1982, 225,555 
K-VAN, page 24 
Financial aid outlook 
is bleak for students 
By Greg Flemming 
The financial aid outlook for 
next year isn't good according 
to Richard Craig, director of 
Financial Aid at UNH, but it 
could be worse. 
President Ronald Reagan 
has proposed to keep funding 
to most financial aid programs 
for college students at the same 
level they were funded this 
year, Craig said. 
That means while there will 
be no increases, Reagan isn't 
asking for major -cuts in federal 
programs like he did last year 
But there's also an "almost 
guaranteed" increase in student 
need, Craig said this week as 
Reagan submitted his budget 
to Congress. 
.. you don't have to hold 
funding level for too many 
years before the pressure really 
starts to mount," Craig said. 
According to a recent report 
in The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, Reagan's proposals 
contain both good and bad 
news. 
He wants to change the 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
Program so that all students 
have to show financial need to 
get a loan. Now, only students 
whose families earn more than 
$30,000 a year must show a 
need. 
But he also wants to increase 
funding to College Work Study 
AID, page 5 
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Handler responds 
to Sunset Report :, 
By John Ouellette 
President Handler argued 
against further centralization 
of UNH into the University 
system's offices, said Dr. John 
Hose, executive assistant to the 
president. 
Her statement was made in 
response to a report, made _by 
the Sunset Comm1tttee, which 
recommends increased 
legislative overseeing of the 
University system. 
It also recommends 
removing the campus 
presidents and the chancellor 
from the Board of Trustees, 
strengthening the role of the 
chancellor, and restricting . out 
of state admissions. 
The Sunset committee 
reviews all state agencies on a 
six-year cycle. 
The New Hampshire State 
House of Representatives 
Education Committee (HEC) 
heard testimony here l7uesday 
from students, faculty and staff 
regarding recommendations 
made by the Sunset Committee 
on the University system of 
New Hampshire (USNH). 
"The Sunset review said that 
if some centralization is good, 
then more is better," Hose said. 
He said Handler is opposed 
to greater centralization 
because "Decisions are best 
made closest to the decision 
point." 
"There are advantages to 
further centralization," said 
Student Trustee Jon Cohen, 
"but it (greater centralization 
into the university system 
offices) makes the trustees too 
removed (from UNH)". 
If the state 'legislature 
becomes involved with USNH, 
the trustees will be even more 
removed. 
Cohen said the question of 
centralization was the main 
topic before the committee. 
The U niversitv System 
subcommittee t>f the HEC is 
traveling to USNH schools and 
will make recommendations to 
the entire House of Represent-
atives after hearing testimony 
at each school. 
In a letter sent January 25 to 
participants of Tuesday's 
hearing, the University System 
Subcommittee• said it would 
like to hear testimony 
re_gardin_g the system's central 
administration's effect on 
campus. The subcommittee is 
seeking testimony on campus 
autonomy, the chancellor's 
role, the legislature's role in 
policy making and the 
legislature's relationship with 
the university system. 
It was a public hearing, 
according to Hose, who 
scheduled the speakers. He said 
he left gaps for people who 
weren't scheduled and had 
something they wanted to add. 
Patrick Miller, interim 
director of Facilities Services 
said the Sunset report 
recommenced putting parts of 
his department under the state 
department of public works 
and having oversight of daily 
maintenance by USNH and the 
Chancellor. Miller said the 
SUNSET, page 14 
Wood cuts, like this "Drowning Man" by Richard Bosman, are 
currently on display at the University Galleries. (Carolyn 
Blackmar photo) 
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ltEWS BRIEFS 
Marine Program publishes book 
The UNH Marine Program has published a book, "Ocean 
Opportunities: a guide to what the oceans have to offer." 
The book, illustrated with color photos, is designed to 
present high school students with a realistic assesme_nt of what 
marine career fields are available and some duties related to 
each. There is also a listing of colleges, universities, and other 
institutions offeiing undergraduate programs in ocean and 
marine studies. 
The book was comissioned by the Marine Technology 
Society and the Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE). IEEE's Council on Ocean Engineering provided 
funding. 
Copies of the book are available for $2 from the Marine 
Program. 
COAST will bid 
DOVER-The Cooperative Alliance of Seacoast 
Transportati.on (COAST) will start the bidding process for a 
new bus earner to take over a Dover-Portsmouth route unless 
Dineen Bus Lines sgins a contract in five days. 
COAST officials had planned to run the direct line, and 
an_other one between Dover and -Somersworth starting in 
December. Disagreements with some of the contract 
language and how to collect ride fees caused the delay, 
according to COAST officials. 
Unive_rsity o~ficials concerned with this delay and its effect 
on pubhc service sent out a newsletter to 14 local officials 
asking them how they would increase public ridership. 
~i.dersh~p last _semester dropped by 17 per cent, and one 
official said they were concerned about whether they will 
continue the COAST system next year. bil' ' ..., 
New mall opening 
NEWINGTON-The Fox Run Mall will be opening its 
doors to the public on Sunday, Feb. 13. The mall will contain 
over 100 shops including Filene's, Jordan Marsh and Sears. 
The Fox Run Mall, which is the largest mall in New 
Hampshire, is located on a 67 acre tract along Fox Run Mall 
Road and the Spaulding Turnpike in Newington, N.H. 
Kari-Van officials said they are not sure if there will be a 
scheduled stop at the new mall, but said they have a scheduled 
stop at the Newington Mall, which is nearby. 
'Gods of Metal' to show 
"Gods of Metal," a movie sponsored by" the Mary knoll 
Misson Society, will be shown and discussed Feb. 8 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Catholic Student Center on Madbury Road in 
Durham. 
The Rev. Joseph Smith will present background for the 
film and lead the discussion afterwards. He will discuss 
connections between poverty and unemployment in the First 
and Third Worlds and the spiralling arms race. 
Father Smith has served as a missioner in Chile for over 20 
years. The film presentation is open to the public. 
Corrections 
Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire may report 
them by calling News Editor Maggie McKowen or Barbara 
Norris or Editor Greg Flemming at 862-1490. · 
UNH's personnel director and the director's secretary will 
be transferred to the Resource Administration Department, 
effective February 7. It was incorrectly reported Tuesday that 
the entire Personnel Department is moving to the Resource 
Administration office. The current Assistant Director of 
Personnel will be placed in charge of the Personnel 
Department. 
Weather 
Today will be mostly cloudy with winds developing later in 
the evening approaching 30 miles per. hour according to the 
National Weather Service in Concord. Today's high will be 
25. 
Tonight will be clear and cold with lows in the teens 
followed by a partly sunny Saturday with highs in the 20s. 
Baum 's rat and pigeon colonies 
reveal evolution of behavior 
By Julie Hanauer 
Why do a colony of pigeons 
adorn the roof of Conant Hall 
and 24 rats inhabit the 
basement? 
For the past five and a half 
years Associate Professor of 
Psychology William Baum has 
been studying the foraging 
habits of these animals, hoping 
to learn about the evolution of 
behavior. 
Baum said that through 
understanding animal behavior, 
"We can come to understand 
our own behavior." 
"Ev·er since I was a child I 
was interested in nature. I had 
lots of pets," said Baum. "I've 
been interested in animal 
behavior ever since I can 
remember." 
Conditions in the pigeon and 
rat lab~ratories are destg~~ t8 
apprOXlmate natufaJ \,Vu._., 
tions,Baum said. The rats have 
man-made burrows they live 
and breed in and the .pigeons 
have a 50 foot flyway leading to 
a second feeding station. Each 
have free run of their entire 
laboratories. 
There are seven feeding 
stations in the basement for the 
rats; three of them~re food. 
stations; three are water 
stations, and one is unused. 
According to Baum, the 
amounts of food and water is 
varied and to receive anything 
at all, the rats must press a 
lever. 
The rat system even contains 
a predator: Baum. "I control 
the population by removing 
young rats as soon as they are 
weaned," Baum said. Those 
rats are kept in another place 
until they can be reintroduced 
into the experiment. Many of 
these young would die .in 
natural circumstances, he said, 
and the number of rats in an 
experiment must be controlled. 
There are now three 
generations of eight animals in: 
the basement. 
Baum is also studying the 
way pigeons find food and how 
they utilize their food supply. 
"A pigeon is a very finely 
tuned foraging machine," said 
Baum. 
Baum has found this to be 
true through his astroturf 
experiment with pigeons. A 
four by four astroturf rug is 
sprinkled with · various 
amounts of grain and 
fluctuating numbers of pigeons 
RA TS, page 27 
William Baum has been studying- rats (top right) and pigeons to learn about the evolution of 
behavior. ( Carolyn Blackmar photos) 
New bridge will cross ravine 
By Barbara Ohrstrom 
A new bridge will be constructed across the 
ravine in Area Two by this summer, 
according to Director of Facility Services 
Felix Devito. 
The old bridge wore away due to storms 
and age, he said. 
For two years students have had to walk 
across stones to reach Paul Creative Arts 
Center, Horton Social Science Center, and 
Area Three. 
The concrete base for the new bridge is 
currently at the site .. However, the bridge is 
being built at another location, 'and will be 
moved to the site later. 
After it is transported to UNH, final 
construction will start. Insulation and more 
foundation work will be completed after its 
placement across the ravine. 
Devito estimates the cost of the bridge to be 
$20,000 dollars. The bridge is a gift to the 
University from · the Marcus foundation, 
according to Devito. 
.. The head of the foundation is an engineer 
concerned with improving the enviroment at 
UN H," said Devito. 
Development Services examined the plans 
and drafted a proposal for the grant from the 
Marcus Foundation. according to Devito. 






LaCourse makes toys 
for qoadraplegics 
By Patricia O'Dell 
John La Course thinks 
handicapped children should 
'feel they have control over 
something in their lives. 
· Lacourse, a UNH professor 
of Electrical and Computer · 
Engineering, designed three 
toys, all of.which can be used by 
quadrapalegics. 
He is working with a mute 
eight-year-old Matthew Raley 
of Portsmouth, who is 
paralyzed from the neck down 
due to cerebral palsy. 
Lacourse has already 
designed a racing car and a 
baseball bat for Matthew. 
A musical synthesizer which 
experience, said Lacourse. 
LaCourse's one major 
obstacle, however, is finding 
funds to cover research costs. 
He is trying to receive federal 
funds, but says that is "hard, 
because the market is small." 
He has received other grants 
however, including one · from 
the Portsmouth school system. 
In addition, many of his toy's · 
parts were donated. 
Students have also donated 
LACOURSE, page 15 
Channel 9 has had to stop televising UNH hockey games be.cause of a lack of sponsorship. 
( Carolyn Blackmar photo) 
would be cont.t:olled by eye 
movements is LaCourse's latest 
project. !n order to use it, Matt 
will wear goggles with 
electrodes attatched. 
Lacourse has programmed a 
mini-computer. to function as 
the synthesizer. 
Channel -9 drops UNH hockey In the future, the computer could also allow Matt to 
ope.rate his own wheelchair or 
allow him to play video games 
on a television screen. 
Lacourse said, a devise like 
this would give Matt "the 
freedom to express himself." 
By Maggie McKowen 
Channel I I in Durham will 
resume coverage of the UNH-
St. Lawrence University 
hockey game on Saturday. 
On January 18, WMUR-TV, 
Channel 9, televised it's last 
UNH hockey game even 
though it was scheduled to 
televise three more college 
matches. 
Channel 11 's production 
manager Sam Price, who 
produced and directed the 
games covered this year by 
Channel 9 said ,"They 
(WMUR) couldn't sell as well 
as hoped. It did not have 
enough community sponsors." 
WMUR needed six sponsors 
to pay for their productions but 
they only had one, said Price. 
"They only had one sixth of 
their money," he said. 
The original agreement 
between Channel 9 and 11 was 
that each station would cover 
six games. However, funding 
allowed Channel 9 to cover 
only three of the six games they 
agreed upon. 
"It was going to provide 
pretty good service as far as 
UN H was concerned but they 
pulled out," said Price. 
When asked if Channel 11 
was going to televise the games 
originally scheduled for 
coverage by Channel 9, Price 
said, "We aren't going to." 
"We wish we could do them 
all. I think it provides service 
but management and money 
dictate." 
He added, "Channel 11 can't 
afford to pick them (the games) 
up or to promote them." 
If Channel 11 decided to 
Director of Alumni 
Affairs leaves UNH 
By Patty Adams 
William J. Rothwell, 
director of alumni affairs, is 
leaving UNH to go to 
Pennsylvania State University 
in March. 
At Penn State, Rothwell will 
be the executive director of the 
Alumni Association, which is 
made up of 60,000 members 
and reaches Penn States 22 
camnnses. 
WILLIAM ROTHWELL 
Rothwell was approached by 
Penn State last April about 
taking the position. He 
accepted January 8th. 
"It was a very . difficult 
decision to make," Rothwell 
said about leaving UNH, his 
. alma mater. 
Rothwell has been director 
of alumni affairs at UNH for 
six years and has been 
responsible for a new 
management information 
system for alumni records, 
alumni affairs, and overseeing 
the alumni magazine, The · 
Alumnus. He says, "I like to 
think I've put a lot of myself 
into this position." 
· Rothwell feels the Alumni 
Association at UNH has 
accomplished great things. 
"We've brought it all together1 " 
he says. He also considers his 
staff to be the "hardest working 
and most devoted staff on 
campus." 
About leaving UNH, 
Rothwell feels it will be "a great 
opportunity to grow." He came , 
to UN H after being a teacher 
and administrator at the 
University of North Dakota, 
University of Wisconsin, and 
ROTHWELL, page 8 
televise the three games not 
covered by Channel 9 there 
would not be enough time to 
advertise in newspapers or the 
TV guide, he said. 
"Our phones have been 
ringing with people asking is it 
true (about Channel 9)," he 
said. 
CHANNELL 11, page 6 
"There's no reason why he 
can't ex pl ore tha t. c: ( new 
thin_gs),"said Lacourse. 
Since Matt is unable to 
speak, the chance for self-
expression would be a new 
JOHN LACOURSE 
Fewer places for public to park 
By Patty Crawford 
In order for Wilderness 
Trails shopping complex 
owner Lawton Conner to 
expand his building, he will 
· have to purchase 16 parking 
spaces at the Pettee Brook 
Lane parking lot in Durham. 
Connor's complex houses 
Wilderness Trails and Don 
Thompson Real Estate. 
Last December, Connor met 
with the Durham planning 
board and was given 
permission to construct a 
second floor onto his complex. 
However, the agreement 
required Connor to comply 
with town ordinance requiring 
new businesses to provide 
parking for its employees and 
customers. This means 
Connors will be required to 
purchase 16 spaces. 
Th~ lot has a parking 
capacity of 85, but the town has 
already sold 42_ spaces at $50 
each to individuals who want to 
use the lot on a year-round 
basis. The remaining 43 spaces 
are allotted for public metered-
parking. 
If Connor does obtain the 16 
spots, this year, the town will 
have 27 spaces, instead of 43, 
available for those who wish to 
purchase a year round ticket. 
Prescott said that raises the 
question of how many spaces 
the town can allot to Connor 
without severely depleting the 
supply to potential ticket 
buyers. 
Town Selectman Sheldon 
Prescott and Connor will meet 
next week to discuss the 
parking problem in the Pettee 
Brook Lane parking lot. 
Scott McCray and his dog Rowdie appear to agree · that something to thier right is worth 
watching as they sit in front of Dimond Library. ( Carolyn Blackmar photo) . 
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.Firecrackers go off by · Alexander 
Robin Lyn11 Faucher, 19, a 
resident of Stoke Hall was 
arrested for theft from rooms in 
Stoke. The thefts took place in 
December. Faucher has been 
released on $ I 000 personal 
recognizance bail, and is 
scheduled to appear in court on 
February 25, 1983. 
On Monday, Public Safety 
Officers were dispatched to 
Stoke_ Hall for an incident of 
criminal mischief. Upon 
arrival, the officer observed a 
broken window in the vending 
room on the first floor. 
Also on Mondav, Public Safety 
Police Neu,s 
Officers on routine patrol 
heard a barrage of firecrackers 
going off in the vicinity of 
Alexander Hall. The area was 
checked and several residents 
of Alexander were questioned, 
but nothing further was 
discovered. 
On Tuesday, a resident of 
Stoke Hall reported the theft of 
her wallet from Paul Creative 
Arts in December. Stolen were 
several ID cards, a bankbook, a 
meal card, and $20. 
On Wednesday, a UNH 
commuter reported the theft of 
her parking permit from her 
vehicle in Lot B. The permit is 
worth $15. 
Also on Wednesday, a wallet 
was stolen from a locker in the 
Field House. 
Wednesday night, two students 
reported the theft of their 
knapsacks from Huddleston 
Hall. One of the knapsacks was 
later recovered behind 
Englehardt. 
The experience of a 
I ifeti me ... Write for 
The New Hampshire 
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*No experience necessary 
*Paid Position 
*A great opportunity 
practical experience 
*This will lead to the 
Business Manager 
for the 1983-84 year. 
for 
Applications available in Room 
145 MUB 
deadline Feb. 8th 
Welcomes you hack to a new year and a new 
semester by offering more excellent 
instructional classes in both basic and 
advanced photography. 
Also 
Special Seminars throughout the semesters 
Registration for classes: 
-In the MUSO office Room 148 - MUB 
-Extended Through . Feb. 11 
-Cost is $40 photoschool (includes darkroom) 
$30 Darkroom 
For more information call MUSO at 2-1485 
Ask for Chuck Huckins., photoschool director 
or 
Don Eva, darkroom director 
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-----------AID----------
by 60 percent. 
Those two proposals and the 
other programs scheduled to 
receive level funding must be 
approved by Congress, Craig 
said, and they could be cut. 
( continued from page l) 
"The current reading is that 
such an attempt (to cut 
programs) probably wouldn't 
be successful , but things 
change," he said. 
Four or five years ago a 
proposal for level funding 
would be considered a cut, 
Craig said ,but contrasted wtth. 
some of Reagan's proposals, 
" level funding looks good." 
The New Hampshire 
TEXAS NSTRUMENTS ~ 
Tl-59 170 I TI-BA35 (New) . 26 
Tl-SBC . . 80 Tl-55-2 . 36 
58/59 Libranes 25 TI-BA55 (New) . . 43 
TI-PC-100C 150 Tl-57 . 29 
Tl·PROG 50 TI-BA2 . . . 36 




PC-1500 POCKET COMPUTER .. 
CE-150 Color printer w/ cassette interface 
CE-155 8K Memory . 
CE-159 8K Memory w/ battery backup .. .... . 
CE-158 RS-232 ......... . .... .......... ... . 
PC-1211 POCKET COMPUTER ... . 
CE-122 16 digit printer w/ cassette interface .. 
PC-1250 Handheld Computer (New) .. . 
-CE·125 Printer/cassette (New) .. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
LCD SLIMLINE PROGRAMMABLES 
HP.10C Scientific (New} . . . . . . . . . . . S54 
HP.11C Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
HP.15C Scientific (New} . . . . . • . . . . . . 92 
HP.12C Financial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92 
HP.1&C Programmr (New} . . . . . . . . . 92 
HP-41C . . .... . .. . . 1149 
HP-41CV ......... . . 209 
Optical Wand . . . . . . . . 95 
Card Ruder ....... . . 149 
Prillhr (82143A) .. ... 283 
M-y Expaneion Mocluln (HP41) 
Quad Moel. . . . . . .. $60 
Ext. Funct. Mod . .. ..... 60 
Ext. Mem. Mod. . . 60 
Timer Mod . ... "". ~~11160~.-n:-Bill'ir.ll~ 
"Cover Our Walls" 
Campus Photo Hunt 
· Results: 




2nd prize 5 foot sub 
David Bruce 
3rd prize 4 foot sub 
Barb McAlpine 
Patti Crane 




The Student Press 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 




February 18, 8 p.m. 
-Other Student Press Paid Positions 
Photo Director 
Typesetting Manager 
Stop by and pick up an application! 








Memorial Union Building 
Durham. N. H. 03824 
(603) 862-2486 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, February 4 
LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES WITHOUT$ JO LATE DROP 
FEE 
LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR AUDIT WITHOUT DEAN'S 
APPROVAL 
PRINT SALE: Sponsored by Student Activities. East/ West 
Lounge, Memorial Union. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Maine. Field House, 4 p.m. 
HETZEL HALL DANCE-A-THON: For the N.H. Kidney 
Foundation. Granite State Room. Memorial Union, 7 p.m. through 
Sunday. Feb. 6 at 6 p.m. 
CONTRADANCE: Tod Whittemore, caJler: music by Rod Miller 
and Peter Barnes. Sponsored by Country Dance!"s. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. $2.50 Beginners welcome; all dances 
taught. Please wear soft-soled shoes. 
SATURDAY. Februarv 5 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
Genje: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Monday-
. Wednesday JO a.m.-4 p.m.: Thursday JO a.m.-8 p.m.~ Saturday and 
Sunday 1- 5 p.m.: closed Fridays and University holidays. 
Continues through March 9. 
-OPEN CHESS TOURNAMENT: Recognized by the United States 
Chess Federation. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 9 a .m. 
MEN'S TRACK: vs. Brown. Field House, I p.m. 
Mr.N'S DASKCTBALL. v~. Colgate. Field House, .3 p.m. 
HETZEL HALL DANCE-A-THON: Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union. Continues through Feb. 6. · 
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. St. Lawrence. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
MUB PUB: S.T.V.N. Memorial Union. 8 p.m. UNH ID and proof 
of a_ge required. 
SUNDAY, February 6 
HETZ~L H~LL DANCE-A-THON: Granite State Room 
Memonal Umon. ' 
· UNI_yERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
DenJt: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Continues through 
March 9. 
MljSO FILM: "Fireman's Ball." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Umon, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 or season pass 
MUB PUB: Sunday Nigh~ Special. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH 
ID and proof of aee reo111recL 
MONDAY, February 7 
LAST DAY FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS TO WITHDRAW 
AND QUALIFY FOR 3/ 4 TUITION REFUND ' 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
Genji: and Contemf)Ora-ey-Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Continues through 
March 9. 
MORT AR BOARD BOOD AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Feb. I I. 
THOMPSON SCHOOL BASKETBALL: vs. ' Portsmouth Vo-
Tech. Field House. 7:30 p.m. 
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: The Blue Three--Di~k Wellstood, 
piano: Kenny Davern, clarinet; and Bobby Rosengarden, drums. 
Strafford Room. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. General $3.50; students 
$2.50. Tickets available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-
2290. and at the door. 
TUESDAY, February 8 
' UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
Genji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9. 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
) 20. Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Continues through Feb. 11. 
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Brown. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
JUDITH ARCANA DISCUSSION AND WORKSHOP: The 
author of "Every Mother's Son: The Role of Mothers in the Making 
of Men" will discuss her book. Forum Room, Librar~ 7:30 p.m. 
Arcana will also lead a workshop on "Mothers and Daughters: A 
Quest" on Feb. 8 in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial 
Union, 2-4 p.m. Those interested in attending the workshop should 
call the Women's Studies office, 862-2194 
WRESTLING: vs. Plymouth State. Field House, 8 p.m. 
fm Summa Cum Laude. 
I study for hours: 
But Ralph stole my girl 
With F ce 'n Flowers. 
Don't be outfoxed this Valentine's Day. 
Call your FTD® Florist · 
The pertect gift for Valentine's Day 
is the FI'D ·Fragrance 'n Flowers TM Bouquet 
Flowers by FTD plus Arpege® by Lanvin. And it's usually 
less than $20'." Just call or visit your FTD Florist today. 
Send your love with special - care:· 
• As independent retailer.;. Member.; of the FTI) Floral Network set their own prices. Service charges 
and deliveiy may be additional. ® FTI) and its emblem are reg. trademaJXS of Florists' T ransworld 




PRE-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
INTERVIEWS: Appointment arrangements for 
advisory committee interviews- on campus may be 
made at the pre-health advisory office, Room 14, 
Dimond Library, 8 to 11 a.m., Monday through 
Friday. All premedical and predental interviews 
for medical and dental school application must be 
completed by March 15. . 
LIBERAL ARTS ADVISING CENTER 
PRESENTATION: "What Could I Do With A 
Major In Communications'?" Tuesday, Feb. 8, 
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
MEN'S LACROSSE CHEERLEADERS 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Monday, 
Feb. 7, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. 
BUDMEN LACROSSE CLUB ORGANIZ-
ATIONAL MEETING: Monday, Feb. 7, Senafe 
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. If you are 
unable to attend,contact Todd Es_pinoza(~eam 
c::iptain) at R6R-2 J 19. 
UNH SPRING OLYMPICS COMMITTEE 
MEETING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports. 
Brainstorming session to begin coordination of a 
campus-wide spring event. Representatives from 
interested departments and organizations are 
encouraged to attend. Tuesday, Feb. 8, 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 
11 a.m. For information, call Ann Roberts, Rec. 
Sports, 862-2031. 
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT 
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement. Students receive feedback 
on final draft resumes on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Friday, Feb. 4, Room 203, Huddleston, I :30 
to 4:30 p.m. 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Career Planning & Placement. How to find and 
apply . for jobs. Monday, Feb. 7, Room 203, 
Huddleston, 6 p. m. -
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORK-
SHOP: Sponsored by Career Planning & 
Placement. video tape, lecture and discussion for 
employment interviewing preparation. Tuesday, 
Feb. 8, Forum Room, Library, noon. 
THE .NEWJJAMPSt,t~E FRIDAY, FEB~UAR'Y .. 4,. 1983 ' 
CLUBS & ORGANIZAJIONS 
SKI CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: 
Mandatory meeting for all members and those 
wishing to join. Monday, Feb. 7. Room 216, 
Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m. 
FIRESIDE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: 
Presentation of slideshow and information on this 
semester's trips. Faculty,staff,and students are 
welcome. Tuesday, Feb. 8, Ro-om 110, Murkland, 
7:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade for Christ. A time for fun, fellowship and 
learning. Tuesdays, Room 312, McConnell, 7 to 
8:_30 p.m. 
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Tuesday, Feb. 8, Grafton Room. 
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. 
WUNH-FM NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING: An 
opportunity to join the Freewaves staff and learn 
about radio through on-the-job training. 
Thursday, Feb. JO, Hiflsborough-Sullivan Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 
COUNSELING & TE~IING CENTER 
COUNSELING & TESTING WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT SERIES WORKSHOP: Coping With 
Stress - Tom Dubois. Wednesday, Feb. 16, 
Schofield · House, 7 to 9 p.m. For further 
information, call 862-2090. 
GENERAL 
STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING 
(S.A.D.D.) ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: 
Sponsored by Health Services, Wednesday-. Feb. 9, 
Conference Room, Hood House, 4 p.m. For more 
information, contact Steve at 862-1987. 
COMMUTER & TRANSFER STUDENTS 
ONGOING ORIENTATION GROUPS: Two 
groups, each six weeks long, wiH provide the 
opportunity for commuter and transfer students to 
meet and discuss issues of interest. One group will 
.. mte!.IY~sdays, beginning Feb. 15, 12:30 to 2 p.m., 
Carroll Room, Memorial Union. The second 
group will meet Thursdays, beginning Feb. 17, 
12:30 to 2 p.m., Notch Room, Memorial Union. 
For more information and signing up, contact the 
Commuter/ Transfer Center, 2-3612, by Feb. 11. 
(continued from page 3) 
Unlike Channel 9 Channel Anheiser Busch, Inc. 
11 's costs were under~ritten by Also Cha~nel 11 doesn't 
Indian Head Bank, New have to pay nghts fees to UNH 
Hampshire Distributors and but Channel 9 does. For 
~ ~---- ;, 
!J!illiiVs 
V IN CONCERT 
Thurs. Feb. 10 
Tickets $IO in advance 
$11 at the door 
Returning By Popular Demand · · 
*JOE PERRY.._ 
Friday, March 4 
Tickets Available rtt Humphrey's 
Deli. Durham 
CArtTOL lHEATRE Concord NH 
WMUR-TV it's an additional 
cost. 
Originally, a cable channel. 
located in Massachusetts, 
PRISM, offered to cover ten 
UNH sports events but Athletic• 
Director Andy Mooradian 
"turned them down," said 
Price. 
"He wanted to give New . 
Hampshire a chance to see it 
(the games) since PRISM is not 
in New Hampshire yet," Price 
said. 
The remaining hqckey games 
to be televised by Channel 11 
include matches between 
Brown University, North-
eastern College and the 
University of Vermont. 
CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINT-ING 
RUSH OUT!! 
Businesses. clubs. organi1.ations 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Many styles available and buy 
flower~ 
'No order to') small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS for someone special 
for 
Valentine's Day! 
3131 Lafayette Road PETER C. GREIDER 
Portsmouth. N.H. 03801 603-431-8:\19 
AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO YOUR 
UNIFORM 
I - I • 
lfhe insignia of an. Air F-orce nurse can mean a lot to you and your 
future. It shows that you 're part of the Air E orce Nurse Corps. A 
member of one of the most efficient health care teams in the world. It 
signifies you ar.e an Air Force officer with the responsibility and prestige 
of' a leadership position. It indicates you 're on the' track toward good 
pay and almost unlimited educational opportunities. If you're a nursing 
professional or about to complete your nursing education, why not 
consider Air Force nursing as part of YOUR future? From the day 
, you 're commissioned, you 'II receive the pay and advantages of an Air 
Force officer. Consider your uniform and our future. Then make it 
yours. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF LIFE. 





Play on Regulation Courts 
Interipediate/ Advance Instruction 
This course is designed to improve your overall racquetball 
game by maximizing your present strengths (speed, 
endurance, shots) and identifying and improving your weak 
points (court strategy, shot selection, position, skills). This 
professionally designed program will emphasize the 
· following: rules, offensive serve and return, court position, 
avoidable hinders, high percentage shots, power and touch, 
shot selection, forehand and backhand skills, the ceiling 
game, back wall play, court etiquette, strategy, drills and 
·practice fundamentals 
PROGRAM DA TES - FEBRUARY 15 - MARCH 17 
Tuesday & Thursday - 3:15-4:45 p.m. 
at the GREAT BAY CLUB in Newmarket, N. H. 
COST- $25.00 Per Student 
REGISTER IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS DEPT., ROOM 151, 
FIELD HOUSE (862-2031) 





brings JUDITH ARCANA 
"The Rola 01 mothers and the 
malling 01 men" · 
She has come to speak on 
the relationship between mothers 
and sons. 
"Daring to dell, the SOCiOPSUChOlog-
iC81 canons that label us emasculating 
or seductive mothers, we must raise 
out sons, .to feel their needs, _to 
truthlullu express -them." 












Apr. 29-May -1 
Informational Meeting 7:30 p.m., 
Murkland 110 
Sign-ups 7:30 a.m., Dean ~f Students Office 









_ The Fireside Concept 
THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE 
If you are interested in a vigorous learning experience that 
will teach, you more about yourself and others, plan on 
attending an informational meeting about the above trips and 
sign-up times on · 
Tiiesday, Febr~iry 8th at 
7:30 p.m. in Murkland 110 
I 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Open To · All interested students, faculty and staff members. 
This year give your sweetheart (and your Mom!) the most delicious 
Valentine ever - a homemade, freshly baked Super Cookie, colorfully 
: 
0 
decorated with your message! And we'll mail it anywhere! Order early--::-
:.0 ° ,beat the rush! ~ o.o 
.• S, Main St. - Durham ,rn1·:,~ ..... «~~ 
. .. ·-..·!J. 0 JAR • ,,-.:o•.: 
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M.USO film series presents .... 
We all loved each · · 
other so .much 
Vitrorio Gossrtldtl NinO Manfredi Stefania Sandrelli 
with Aldo Fabrizi directed by Ettore Scola 
Sunday, February 6 
Strafford Room - MUB 
7:00 & 9:30 
Admission $1.00 
We all loved each other so much is a reflective comedy about the friendship of three men and 
the one woman each has loved. The film follows the fortunes of the three World War II 
comrades, tracing the different paths and misadve.ntures of each over thirty years. Their 
changing relationships bring love and friendship into conflict as the aspiring actress m·oves in 
and out of their lives. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOUR CAMPUS 
~ 
. '::5 f : • 
. .1 j 
' ~ 
, . 
... - t 
; 
· - =····-·:•),;-:o,:.• '-" 
AROUND THE WORLD: 
Fall 1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23) 
Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea 
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong • 
Jakarta, Indonesia • ~olombo, Sri Lanka 
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul, 
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Pira~us, Greece 
• Cadiz, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale , Florida 
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a 
superior full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This 
one semester experience is available to qualified students from all accredited 
colleges and universities. 
More than 60 voyage related university courses:Faculty drawn from.the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area ex-
perts. 
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China 
available. · ' 
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed.-The S.S. 
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered ~n Liberia and built In 
America. 
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, 
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in 
California call (714) 771-6590). Financial aid is available to gualified students 
--ROTHWELL--
(continued from page 3) 
Ohio Staie University. accordance with proper 
Rothwell's record at UNH procedure. The case is still 
has been marred by some pending. 
controversy, including the ill- The alumni association has 
fated cover of this fall's started a national search to find 
Alumnus which was destroyed a replacement for Rothwell. 
because it showed a graduate There are 8 members on the 
holding a bottle of champagne search committee which is 
at graduation. The cost of headed by Robert M. Dudley. 
replacement was over $10,000 So far they have received 25 
financed with gift money from applications, and the deadline 
private funds. Also, Rothwell, is February 25th. 
President Handler, and the Dudley feels that Rothwell 
past president of the Alumni will be hard to replace, "he did 
Association, James Powers, an excellent job." 
are named in a $500,000 suit by Dudley · and the search 
a former Assistant Director of committee hope to have a 
Alumni Affairs, Elaine Dewey. replacement for Rothwell by 
The suit charges that Dewey's April or May. 
dismissal was not in 
The New Hampshire 
Friday, February 4 
TIFFANY 
Swing and jazz 
Saturday, Febr_uary 5 
NORTHEAST WINDS 
Irish pub tunes and sea songs 
8:30 PM until closing 
NEVER A COVER CHARGE! 
~ 
Wildwood 
ot the new england center 
lounge 
Jtrofford ovenucz~ dutham, n.h. (MJJ 862-u1s 
NURSING 
JOB FAIR® 
ATTENTION: ALL NURSING AND HEALTH CARE STUDENTS 
Choose From More Than 5,000 Jobs at the 
Semi Annual Boston Area NURSING JOB FAIR 
At the Park Plaza Castle at Park Square 
Thursday thru Saturday, Feb. 10-12 
IT'S ALL FREE 
NURSING JOB FAIR, a three-day nursing and health care employment convention , is 
the opportunity of a lifetime for the career-conscious nursing and health care students . 
Here 's a chance for you to evaluate your entire career strategy from personal asse~s-
r:nent to interviewing with hospital representatives from across the country . Everything 
is free , just come to the Park Plaza Castle . 
THREE DAYS OF EXCITING ACTIVITY 
The Boston NURSING JOB FAIR will offer you three days of exciting activity. The con-
vention will be open from 10 a.m . to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday , Feb . 10 and 11 
and from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 12. 
5,000 JOBS AVAILABLE 
Recruiters from over 100 health care facilities. 50 from the Boston area, will offer more 
than 5,000 jobs to attendees at the convention . This incredible opportunity will not 
come again until the NURSING JOB FAIR returns to the Boston area next October. Don't 
miss this chance to develop your tutu re now. 
FREE CAREER WORKSHOPS OFFERED 
A special feature of the convention will be FREE one-hour career workshops for nursing 
and health care students conducted by Professor of Professional Development of the 
Nursing Career Research Institute, Bernard J. Smith, RN, MSN. The sessions are 
designed to assist in overcoming the problems associated with the selection of a proper 
initial placement aild are conducted on Thursday and Friday, Feb. 10 and 11 at 9 a.m., 
noon, and 3 p.m. Groups of five or more may make reservations for any workshop by 
calling 1-899-2702. 
$250 CONTINUING EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED 
NURSING JOB FAIR will give a $250 scholarship at this convention . Register and you 
are eligible to win this scholarship. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-899-2702. Plan 
to be at the Park Plaza Castle on Feb. 1 O, 11 or 12. Come by yourself or bring. a friend . 
It will be worth the trip . If you desire additional information or wish to make a group 
reservation for any of the FREE workshops please call us at 1-899-2702 weekdays from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
\lel's\et \o WIN a $250 SCHOLARSHIP 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1983 
The Granite 
The yearbook of the University of New Hampshire has openings 
for the following positions: 
* Assistant Editor* 
Jo become t~e Editor for the 1 983-84 school year 
* Assistant Business Manager* 
To become the Business _Manager for the 1983-84 school year 
*Literary Editor* 
to supervise the literary work of the 1982-83 yearbook 
· Applications are avajlable in room 125 on the bottom floor of the MUB 
. PAGE NINE 
___________________________________________ _.., _________ _ 
Senior 
Portraits 
For seniors who did not attend the University of New Hampshire 
last semester. 
Internships-Exchanges-Medical Reasons all count - if you were 
not here last semester come see the Granite Staff for an 
appointment the ~eeks of: 
LAST CHANCE 
Feb. 14-18 
Feb. 21 - 25 
_Sign up to have your portrait taken in RM 125 
On the bottont floor at the MUB 
Monday - Wednesday - Friday 
1:00 - 3:30 
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i HEALTH SERVICES! 
• • t · Weight Control Prograni t 
• • £ -10 wk. program utilizing behaviormodijication and t 
t counseling techniques f 
t -interview required prior to first session t 
£ -limited enrollment : 
• -instructors: Cyndi Cote and Laura Clauss : 
: Nurse Practitioners t 
• • ·• . • • t Weight Control Groups : 
t Tues. 10-12- begins Feb. 8 t 
t Weds. 2-4- begins Feb.9 .t 
£ Thurs. 2-4- begins Feb. 10 t 
• _Contact Martha- appt. secretary 862-1531 for f 
• • f • • 
: In l!YVll'W _ f 
t Maintenance · Weight Control t 
j Program £ 
t -weekly group for students who have completed t 
t · the 10 wk. behavior modification for weight control : 
t program t 
t -Mon. 2-4inHealthServiceLibrary-beginsFeb.7 ·t 
t -group facilitator Cyndi Cote- Nurse Practitioner ~ t . / . • • : Eating Disorder Support Group : 
• ~ d ·h · • t -a peer support group Jor stu entS'...vit eat11Jgi _ • 
t disorders or concerns : 











will train to take .01;er next year 
ASSISTA~T BUSINESS MANAGER 
.. 
will take over as Business _Manager next year. 
ASSISTANT PUB PROGRAMMER 
will take over as Pub Programmer next year. 
~ J " , L,1 '\t • 
Application deadline is Febuary is, 1983 
Applications are available in the MUSO 
Office, Room 148 MUB. t begins Feb. 10 · t 
t Group facilitator- Cyndi Cote- Nurse Practitioner t • 
~ .............. .._ .. ~~ ...... ~ .................................................. ~ ~~------------------.....;;> 
Put yourself in 
this picture ... 
'tll.EWSION 
I 





''Experienced Students Requested." 
"If you have no experience 
we will train you." 
First Meeti_ng Sunday 
February 6th 7:00 p.m. 
Room 110 MUB 
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The New Hampshire 
The revenue generated from 
these sales will be used to 
advertise the bus system, 
according to Olson. 
The system is geared more 
towards students which limits 
public use of it, Olson added. 
"The bulk of the system 
focuses on Durham," he said. 
•·other individuals have other 
priorities. This limits the 
opportunities the public has to 
use it." 
Richard Shine, _acting 
director of Public Transporta-
tion for the state of New 
Hampshire, says more time is 
needed. _ 
•·Transit systems are not 
born overnight," Shine said. 
••we only :,igncd the cont1 c1ct 
effective September I 0th. In 
five months you can't expect 
every member of the public to 
begin riding the buses." 
Bachich recently sent a letter 
to the original supporters of the 
public Kari-Van. 
In the letter, Bachich calls 
public ridership ••disappointing 
to say the least," and states 
•• ... the make up of the ridership 
will have a great bearing on 
whether or not · the Kari-Van 
. continues to be "public." 
The Kari-Van is funded by a 
$67,000 subsidy from UNH, 
and ~ $67,000 subsidy from 
COAST, and is budgeted to 
take in $212,000 in ticket sales. 
According to Bachich, ticket 
revenues were only $163,000 as 
of November. 
As of the end of December, 
the Kari-Van's operating 
deficit was - $65,000, a figure 
Bachich calls ••excessive." 
Holloway declined to discuss 
the figures, but said ••we will 
not exceed the worst possible 
case." 
"In New Hampshire we 
haven't had a lot of public 
transportation. People have to 




8½ X 11" • Public transportation is new to New Hampshire, according to Shines, which is part of the problem. 
Olson agrees. "There is a 
definite need. Our problem is 
letting people know they can 
ride those buses. People need 
help getting used to riding the 
bus," he said. 
50 CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450 
This weekend in t·he 
MUBP·UB 
Thurs., Feb. 3 and Sun., F~b. 6 - THE NOW SOUND EXPRE,.5S 
Come win a· pair of tickets to see HALL & OATES 
One pair to be given out on each night 
Friday, Feb.· 4 - FOX - Best dance band out of Boston 
- . 
Saturday, Feb. 5 STVN presents PATTON & TAPS 
I~ .... _. CG!t\&Je .pf-it, MAJL-, 
... 
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is loo~ing for you. 
If you have some hidden 
· skill or taleni that you 
would like to showcase -
_ here is your chance. Give 
us a call at 862-1001. 
Remember .•. 
SA TU RDA Y FEBRUARY 5 
MUB PUB 7 P.M. 






THURSDAY, 17 FEBRUARY 1983 
FOR MAJORS IN: 
E.E./ M.E./ C.E. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN: 
R&D 
PRODUCTION/MANUFACTURING 
DIVISIONAL/ FIELD MARKETING 
HEWLET~ 
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Try _something new at 
at the intersection of 
Edgewood Road and the Elliot 
Alumni Center. 
"All buses except Dover B, 
on returning to campus, will 
travel Madbury Road and 
make stops there upon 
request," said Puffer. 
_ The new stops will also allow · 
. .,,,. , 
- .r,~ 
( continued from page 1) 
students to take a bus from one 
part of campus to the nearest 
Kari-Van stop so they won't 
have to walk. 
"That way people can catch a 
bus leaving UNH," said Puffer. 
Bus service isn't provided at 
these points on the way out so 
we first have to get (people) to a 
bus stop," he said. 
The shuttle service is free to 
anyone riding the Kari Van, 
not just students. 
"We don't perceive alot of 
riders," said Puffer. "It's 
mainly a convenience for 





- t : 
{t~ 
PATTY A. I} Specials! 
When Judy Lafferty 
prepares for a race ; 
s.he checks every part 
of her bike . 
Because she checks 
her body the same 
way, she discovered a 
lump in her breast a 
few years ago. 
Shed iscovered it 
early. And these days , 
85% of early breast 
cancers can be treated 
successfully. 
Judy hos since had 
reconstructive surgery, 
too . And she feels I ike 
herself again . Alive, 
vibrant, ready to get 
on her bike and take 
on the world. 
Judy Lafferty is liv-
ing proof of the pro-
gress we're making 
against cancer. 
The American 
Cancer Society takes 
some credit for that 
progress. But credit 
won't finance our 
work. 
We need your 
money to help us win 
this race. 
SHARE l THE COST OF 
L~1!~~~ ® 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY. 
This space contributed os o public service. 
ATTENTION WORK 
STUDY STUDENTS 
The TASk (Training in Academic 
Skills) Center is hiring 
tutor / counselors to begin 
training immediately. Tutor I 
counselors provide study skills 
assistance and personal advising 
to UNH students. Must be a 
committed caring sophomore or 
junior who is interested in 
academics. 
"Good" GPA required along with 
work / study status. Apply at the 
TASk Center, Stoke Hall 350 by 
Friday, February 4, 1983. 
Hold onto Friday nite - Seafood Platter $7.25 Choice of Potato/Salad 
your unbrella!!! Saturday Nite - Prime Rib $7.75 
Choice of Potato/Salad 
Here comes the wind. 
ThisDeskCanBeachMach 2. 
Some desk jobs are 
more exciting than 
others. 
As a Navy pilot 
or flight officer, your 
desk can be a sophis-
ticated combination 
of supersonic jet air-
making authority. 
In the air, and on the 
ground, you have 
management responsi-
bility from the begin-
ning. And your 
responsibility grows 
as you gain experience. 
craft and advanced electronic equipment. 
But you can handle it. Because Navy 
flight training gives you the 'navigation, 
aerodynamics and other technical 
know-how you need. 
No company can give you this kind of 
leadership responsibility this fast. And 
nothing beats the sheer excitement of 
Navy flying. 
The salary is exciting, too. Right 
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year. 
That's better than the average corpora-
tion will pay you just out of college. 
And with regular Navy promotions and 
other pay increases, your annual 
In return, Navy aviation demands 
something of you as an officer: 
Leadership. 
Your path to leadership starts with 
officer training that's among the most 
demanding in the military. It's intensive 
leadership and professional schooling 
combined with rigorous Navy flight 
training. And it's all geared to prepare 
salary will soar to $31,100 after four 
years. That's on top of a full package 
of benefits and privileges. 
you and other college 
graduates for the 
unique challenge of 
Navy aviation. The 
program is tough but 
rewarding. 
One important 
reward. for Navy 
officers is decision-
Before you settle down to an earth-
r ~v7o;;o-;;~;;- - - - -w-;;;, 7 
I INFORMATION CENTER I P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 
I D Please send me more information about becom- I 
I 
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team. (0A) 
1 Name ________________ _ 
I 
First ( Please Print) Last I 
Address ______ _r,.pt. #----
1 City _____ Stat,.._ _ Zi.,___ I 
I Age __ tCollege/University 
I 




I Phone Numbe.__________ I (Area Code) Best Time to Call 
I This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to I furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi-
L tions for which you qualify. MG 9/82 J ----....-------
bound desk job, reach 
for the sky. Reach for 
the coupon. Find out 
what it takes to be 
part of the Na val 
Aviation Tham. You 
could have a desk 
that flies at twice the 
speed of sound. 
Navy Officers 
Get Responsibility Fast. 
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-----SUNSET-----
R -TUDENT MB'ASSADOR COUNCIL 
University of New Hampshire Alumni Association 
John S. Elliott Alumni Center 
Durham. New Hampshire 03824 
INTERESTED IN ALUMNI AFFAIRS? 
BE A STUDENT AMBASSADOR! 
COME TO A COFFEEHOUSE AT THE 
ALUMNI CENTER AND MEET 
THE AMBASSADORS 
report wasn't specific. 
"The legislature- and state 
should have oversight, but . 
there's a far cry between 
oversight and direct control," 
said Miller. 
Now, Facilities· Services is 
accountable to Vice-President 
Frank Bachich. 
Miller said, "There should be 
policies and we should live 
within them, but managers 
must have the power to 
manage, not get directions 
from two or three levels up in 
the bureaucracy." 
Miller said centralization 
will slow down decision 
making and decrease efficien-
cy. If the House follows the 
( continued from page 1) 
Kent said the question of 
centralization should be put 
intq law rather than left up to 
the board of trustees. 
Hose said, "There were some 
erroneous assumptions made 
by the Sunset Review,". 
For example, the report said 
research activities are not 
handled by a central office, but 
they are, said Hose. 
"There are a number of 
questions," he said, including 
the role of the chancellor. 
The Board of Trustees has 
had a hard time coming up with 
a job description for the 
chancellor, Hose said. 
The Sunset Committee 
recommended that the 
chancellor's role be strengthen-
ed. 
According to Fosters Daily 
Democrat President Handler 
said the chancellor should be 
totally responsible for 
preparing the budget and wants 
to see a delicate balance of 
responsibility between the 
president and the chancellor on 
other matters. The House 
Subcommittee heard testimony 
from IO a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday. Wednesday, the 
committee went to Plymouth 
State College. They are 
scheduled to visit Keene State 
College on February 7th and 
Merrimack Valley College on 
February 9th. Sunset re cc omen d at ions ____________________________ ,. 
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 7 . 8·00 P.M . l'rogr~ms can be eas ily cut, he 
. added. 
ALL FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATES 
ABE WELCOME TO APPLY. 
James Kent, director of the 
staff of the Sunset Committee 
said "The important thing is to 
get it ( centralization) clarified 
and not necessarily to get the 
legislators to agree with us." 
How to ea romantic 
and kiss nextY,ear'S tuition 
good-bye. ·. · 
-----------------omCIAl ENTRY FORM 
Name_ ____________ _ 
Addres"'----------------
City Stat~------
·· - x«».'.,?ip_v___ •· , .. , • ... ·. , .... ,:,. ,. ,. 
GRAND PRIZE: One student will 
win a free full-year's tuition. SECOND , . 
PRIZE: On each college campus, one winner · •~ . · · 
will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS: 
On Valentine's Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms 
to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose. 
OFFICIAL RULES 1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ... To enter, com- the current year will be reimbursed. Taxes, if any. are sole responsi-
plete and deposit the Official Entry Form in the Cafe Amaretto entry bility of winner. No transfer, exchange or substitution of prize. Grand 
box at your participating college bookstore. Prize winner will be notified by mail and will be required to sign an 
2. Alternate means of entry. If you do not wish to, or cannot, visit Affidavit of Eligibility and Release. Odds of winning the Grand Prize 
'b~~~ ~~!~~ig~~~~•~;:: b~~t'.11i8ct1 ~/~Y~/~'t~1!:~i~tr.}? ~:~~ :g;: ~':;,f1c~;;1a~;goi~~~!~ ~~':1,~er of a sso.oo gift certif-
10046. In addition, print the full name of your college on the lower- icate for a dinner for two will be selected in a random drawing. Odds 
left-hand corner of your mailing envelope. You may also enter by of winning depend upon the number of entries received at each .~~<P'l~kr.2Jms~~ :19, ~Osl!)Ppl~agrparespes ~-nd the words college. 
6. Special bonus: 100 handcrafted roses will be handed out at par-
3. Enter as often as you like, but each entry must be sent by first- ticipating bookstores on Valentine's Day, February 14, 1983, to the 
class mail (one entry per envelope) or deposited separately. No first 100 students that deposit their entry forms that day. 
~:~t;~'.~9~ r;~d0~~J~,~~i~!c!~;;~~e~:~~• f1~ fg13°f~•~~ by !·g~~Jil~~~~~~;ri~~i'g;~~t~\e,~~ J~i1/!~i~!Yi;~~d1:rief~~~of 
:'.i~i~!eG~;~~W~z: i:~ ~n~~ia~~ ~~fi~~- .~~~n for one person. The ~:~:m~d;0m~r;.f;;_~l;::1Jl~~;;\<i~~~r:rii~~~~~i:~bi~~ and 
Grand Prize winner will be selected in a random drawing from all Marden-Kane, Inc. Void where prohibited by law. All federal, state 
entries received prior to the deadline by Marden-Kane. Inc., an inde- and local laws and regulations apply. 
pendent judging organization whose decisions are final Prize pay- 8. All winners will be notified by mail provided the winning partici -
ment will be made in the winner's name directly to the college or pants are available at the addresses shown on their entry blanks, or 
university at which he/ she is registered. Payment will be made upon have furnished sweepstakes officials withJhe ~roper forwarding 
submission and verification of documents identifying the winner as a address pnor to the date of the drawing 
~~ii~~.·~:;:·~~."!f;rj-';ifir·""~"~rt''§i~l~r;: .. " 
enroll in a graduate ..,..,....,.,,_..,.. • ~. -----~~ · - - --- · - - .,..,..,..,... · PO. Box No. 226. New 
program. tu1t1on for !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ . ..,.,_ York, NY 10046. 
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
> General Foods Co rporation 1983 AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR. 
Enter today! GDEMLRXa 
Deposit coupon at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
M U S 
I N E 
GR A 
H E L 
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('('GAG ME WITH A SPOON" 
totally awesome 
buttons, stickers and books 
... at the Book 'n Card Loft 
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• • PAGE FIFTEEN 
-LACOURSE-
( continued from · page 3) 
time to work on projects. 
Lacourse says he will continue 
to work with or without 
funding. 
"I just hope I can get the 
money to reach out to other 
. children like Matt," he said. 
Where's the snow? 
Where is WINTER? 
1--------------1r-------------~ 
I I I I 
I Shampoo/ Cut/ Blowdry Special 11 Perm Specia! I 
I with this COUPON · I I with this COUPON I 
I I I I 
I Regular $11.00 NOW $8.00 I I I 
I STUDENT I I Regular $35 NOW $27.50 I 
I Regular $9.00 NOW $7.00 11 I I offer expires March 15th 19831 I offer expires March 15th 19831 




. Hair Dimensions 
11 Madbury Rd. 
Durham, N.H. 
Tel: 868-1323 
(Above Scorpios Provisions) 
I.F.C. RUSH 
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"THE CLIPPER CUT" 
Enter a New Year 
in a New Style 
BAIR~~B 
01crft"rao 
....... ITltll T OUltNa•.•·N. ··•-?es, 
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Health Service Hood House 
Hours in effectduringpeakcoldseason 




Pi Kappa Alpha 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Theta Chi 
at 32 Young Drive 
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Editorial 
The latest financial aid rule 
The Reagan administration is having a hard 
time making sure young men register for the 
draft. They threatened all young men who 
hadn't registered; then they found several 
outspoken men guilty for not registering, and 
sent them to jail. 
Opportunity Prants, ColJege Work Study, 
National Direct Student Loans, and State 
Student Incentive Grant Programs. 
Selective Service. 
It discriminates against college students, 
since young men who don't go to college don't 
have to worry about getting financial aid. This proposal discriminates against men, 
smce women don't have to register with the Yet this proposal will affect both male and 
female college students and, in the case of a 
state college or university, all taxpayers: it's 
going to cost thousands of dollars, since 
processing financial aid forms for both men 
and women will take a lot longer. 
But now, with a proposal that is 
discriminatory and is sure to cost colleges 
money, the Reagan administration has 
dumped the responsibility of enforcement on 
college doorsteps. 
Sendirig comments: 
The Department of Education will take into 
conszderatwn any comments regarding this President Reagan, since he can't make all 
young men register for the draft, has decided to 
make sure all young men who go to college and 
who need financial aid -register for the draft. 
A recent amendment to the Military 
Selective Service Act states that any student 
who must register for the draft, and fails_ to do 
so, is ineligible for financial aid. 
proposal until February 28. Comments may be 
sent to: 
It pertains to all types of financial aid: Pell 
Gr a ri ts, Supp I em e nt a I Education a I 
Ms. Andrea Foley, Office of Student 
Financial Assistance, U.S. Department of 
Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, S. W., 
Washingtion, D. C. 20202. 
Like many of Reagan's proposals, this one's 
terribly unfair. Unlike most of his prqposals, 
however, this one will probably work. 
Letters 
Sports photos 
is a most serious purpose) by 
sending your very own heart 
warming message to someone who 
needs to know you care! 
T
O 
The Editor: I urge you all to bring someone 
The first issue of The New you love and introduce them to our 
spectacular UNH drive! What 
Hampshire Friday, January 28 better time to share with a friend or 
caused me dissatisfaction when I give to a stranger than during our 
turned to the sports pages. Valentine festivity! Someone, 
Here at a University that strives somewhere _ needs your healing! 
to correct the inequalities of men "Hug!" 
and women and to foster respect 
for all individuals, we have a 
student newspaper .that contin-
uously fails to cover the 
achievements of the many talented! 
women athletes at UNH. 
I am an avid fan of both 
Lovingly 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
Chr. 
Forum 
women's and men's sports, yet I 
was disappointed to see two full 
pages of photographs of the 
hockey and basketball teams, both 
men's teams. There is no excuse for To the Editor: 
omitting photographs of the This Thursday, February 10th, 
women's teams who gained Mortar Board wi~l begin to 
tremendous success over the spo~sor a weekly s~nes of forums 
holiday vacation. These women .. on important topics to all the 
work hard and their dedication stu?ent~ and the . rest of the 
deserves equal recognition. One University Commu!1ity. . 
page could easily have been used These fo~~ms wil~ consist_ of _a 
for this purpose. ~•~oderator who wil~ explain his 
It would behoove you to correct views for abo~t 10 mmute~. Aft~r 
this inequality and be a leader in that, the_:emamder £?,f the tl~e will 
the recognition of women's be a ~ree-for-all · It is. an 
athletics. Get into the game New opportunity to express_your views 
Hampshire! ?n loc~l, st~te, nat10nal, and 
Marjorie L. Mason mternational issues. 
Our first gathering, will focus on 
Red Cross 
To The Editor: 
To UNH Lovers! (the greatest) 
In this Valentine month, your 
Durham Red Cross has chosen for 
its February blood drive theme, 
"Hug A Blood Donor Today!" 
This "lovely" theme is scheduled 
for Monday, February 14th 
through Thursday, February 17th 
from I 0am to 3.pm each day at 
your MUB. 
Please help us celebrate our 
sentimental frivality (behind which 
the development of the New 
Hampshire drinking age possibly 
being raised to 21. Will it make a 
difference? A future discussion will 
be on the plan for incremental 
tuition rates depending upon your 
major. 
This type of program has been a 
long time in coming. But we feel 
that it is important and can 
become a continuing event at this 
University. It will only work if we 
get a good turnout and have a 
vocal group. 
So, we hope to see you in the 
Sullivan Room of the MUB, this 
Thursday, Feb. 10th, 12:30-
2:00pm and hear your views on this 
Writing letters to the Editor 
Letters to the Editor.for publication in The New Hampshire must 
be signed and no longer than two pages typed, double spaced. 
Letters ma_r be brought to Room 151 in the MUB or mailed to: 
Editor, TheNe1rHampshire, Room/51. MUB, UNH. Durham, NH 
03824. 
matter. Plan on dropping by every 
Thursday, at the same time and 
speak out! Don't be afraid of what 
others will think. This is your 
chance and we're proud to be able 
to let you do it. 
Bert N. Freedman 
Action 
To the Editor: 
T. K. Jones: Deputy Under 
Secretary of Defense for Research 
and Engineering Strategic and 
Theater Nuclear Forces: "If there 
are enough shovels to go around. 
everybody's going to make it. . His 
(L.A. resident's) house is gone. he's 
there . wherever he dug that 
hole . . You've got to be in a 
hole .. The dirt really is the 'thing 
that protects you from the blast as 
well as radiation. if there's 
radiation. It protects you from the 
heat. You know. dirt is just great 
stuff. .. " 
Louis 0. Giuffrida: Head of the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency: "Nuke War. .. would be a 
terrible mess. but it wouldn't be 
unmanageable .. . " 
William Chipman: assistant to 
,'";i11ffrida. in charge of the civil 
<9s.f~.D~e program: "i tlii'nk t·h·e-· 
(Democracy and other AmencJ.. 
Institutions) would eventually 
(survive). yeah. As I say. the ants 
eventually build another anthill." 
Colin Gray: member of the 
General Advisory Committee 
Control and Disarmament Agency 
and a consultant to the State 
Department. 
Gray argued. in "Victory is 
Possible." not only that nuclear 
way is winnaole but also that the 
United States should be prepared 
to initiate nuclear war against the 
Soviet Union. 
Lieutenant General James W. 
Stansberry: commander of the 
Electronics Systems Division of 
the Air Force: "The idea that there 
was no way to win a nuclear war 
exchange sort of invahdated the 
need for anything survivable. 
There's a shift now in nuclear 
weapons planning. and a proper 
clement in nuclear deterrence is 
that we be able to keep on 
fighting.,. 
Excerpts from With Enough 
Shu,•e/s 
by Robert Scheer 
Franklin Roosevelt: "We have 
nothing to fear but fear itself" 
What's wrong with you. U 'H'? 
Arc you so afraid -of Russians or 
your own government that you 
have become your own worst 
enemy'? 
Apprqpriations recommended for 
the MX missile came up last week 
before the House and will be 
reviewed by the Senate. Monday 
or Tuesday. this week. New 
Hampshire Congressman Norman 
D'Amour and Scniftors Warren 
Rudman and Gorden Humphrey 
are considered swing votes and yet 
not a word was or is heard from the 
school\ media studenh. or 
professors: a school that sits on a 
nuclear triad of Seabrook. the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and 
Pease Air Force Base. Arc vou 
students aware that Congressman 
D'Amour and Senator Humphrey 
have toll free numbers ( 1-800-562-
3802 and 1-800-852-3714 
respectively) and Senator Rudman 
can be reached at 431-5900'? 
Has anyone from the school's 
newspaper. radio or tcle, ision 
net work i ntcrvicwed Captain 
Yurso. commander of the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard'? The 
enlisted men of Pease Air Force 
Base'? The countless Seabrook and 
shipyard workers living in Do,-cr. 
Portsmou1h, the Bcrwicb and 
Somersworth'? How do they feel 
about the MX. About their.work 
in general'? 
Has anvone talked to the 
professors - at U ' H tcachi ng 
political science. health studies or 
sciences rdating to the nuclear 
industry'? How do they feel about 
the actions of the military and it's 
relationship to their fields'? 
Has anyone talked to the 
students at our uni versitv that arc 
contemplating jobs in th·e nuclear 
field? Are they in it for the j ob 
security and benefits or in hopes of 
making it a safer and saner energy 
source'! 
The opening quotes arc 
expressive o f our leader's attitudes. 
This is the direction the 
government is leading us . C'mon 
U H. don't follow blindly. 
Susie Bright 
The New Hampshire 
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Un-iversity Forum 
Third Law of the Sea Conference meets; 
mining issue keeps United States away 
By David Larson 
The Third United Nations' 
Conference on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS III) will meet for a final 
signing session from December 6 to 10 
in Kingston, Jamaica. Over 150 
nations will attend and sign the new, 
comprehensive LOS Convention, but 
not the United States. And yet, over 
sixteen years ago, the United States 
was one of the primary nations in 
convening UNCLOS III. What went 
wrong? 
The answer lies on the ocean floor. 
There, in the deep seabed, an almost 
unlimited supply of polymetallic 
nodules rest, containing commercially 
recoverable quantities of nickel, 
copper, cobalt, and manganese. In 
fact, it has been estimated that there 
are enough polymetallic nodules on 
the deep seabed to satisfy world 
demand at present consumption levels 
for the next 500 years - and possibly 
indefinitely. The current market value 
of these nodules is estimated at 
somewhere between 3 and 5 trillion, 
and "there's the rub." 
For while the United States agrees 
with and supports about 95% of the 
LOS Convention, it most 
emphatically does not agree with the 
provisions that deal with deep seabed 
mining. The crux of the conflict is as 
follows. On the one hand, the United 
States under the Reagan Administra-
tion feels that the nodules are there for 
the taking by anyone who is capabfe 
and willing to take the risk of deep 
seabed mining. On the other hand, the 
Third World or the Group of 77 (now 
numbering 121) maintains that the 
deep seabed is the "common heritage 
of mankind," and as such should be 
regulated and controlled by an 
International Seabed Authority under 
the United Nations. Any profits or 
revenues should be distributed to the 
less developed nations of the world as 
part of the · "New International 
Economic Order." 
On July 9, 1982, President Reagan 
cited several specific objections to the 
deep seabed mining provisions of the 
Law of the Sea. These problems 
include: 
1. "Provisions that would actua,lly 
deter future development of deep 
seabed mineral resources, when such 
development should serve the interest 
of all countries; 
2. "A decisionmaking process that 
would not give the United States or 
others a role that fairly reflects and 
protects their interests; 
3. "Provisions that would allow 
amendments to enter into force for the 
United States without its approval; 
4. "Stipulations relating to 
mandatory transfer of private 
technology and the possibility of 
national liberation movements 
sharing in benefits; 
5. "The absence of assured access for 
future qualified deep seabed miners to 
promote the development of these 
resources." 
It should be noted that while the 
Reagan Administration has a strong '--
ideological · commitment to free 
enterprise and perceives the 
International Seabed Authority as an 
international socialist cartel, there is 
also strong opposition to the LOS 
deep seabed mining provisions from 
other sources. For instance, 
Congressmen and Senators from 
states with offshore oil/ gas activity 
and from potential deep-sea mining 
states have fought effectively against 
the Convention and have substituted 
national legislation in the form of the 
"Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Act of 
1980." Similarly, lobbying groups 
such as the Amerie:an Mit!_ing 
position vis-a-vis all aspects of the law 
of the sea. That is, we will have some 
difficulty claiming legal rights under 
the convention of which we approve, 
while rejecting those obligations of 
which we do not approve. The 
Convention is a unity, a totality, a 
package deal - it is all or nothing. 
Isolated from the international 
On July 9, 1982, President Reagan cited 
several specific obj~ctions to the deep 
seabed mining provisions 
Congress, the American Petroleum 
Institute, and the National 
Association of Manufacturers 
successfully campaigned against the 
Convention. Even if the United States 
did sign the Convention, it is highly 
doubtful if -the United States Senate 
would give its advice and consent in 
the face of this opposition. 
In favor of the Convention is Elliot 
L. Richardson, former · chairman of 
the U.S. Delegation of UNCLOS III, 
and still chairman of the Citizens 
Advisory Committee. Richardson's 
arguments are several, but boil down 
to the following: 
1. "Domestic United States law 
cannot give anyone a secure legal right 
to exploit a defined area of the seabed. 
Without such a right good for at least 
20 years, no rational investor will 
gamble $1.5 billion on a deep-seabed 
mining project. 
2. "That the real importance of the 
Law of the Sea Treaty cannot be found 
either in the sum of its parts or in its 
extraordinarily comprehensive whole. 
It lies rather in its demonstration of the 
capacity of 160 sovereign states to 
work out rational accomodations 
among vital competing interests. This 
is an achievement whose significance 
will loom ever larger as the world 
increasingly finds itself forced to come 
to grips with its own inseparability. It 
would be sad if the United States, 
whose commitment to the rule of law 
contributed so . much to laying the 
foundation of that achievement, were 
not to be a part of it." 
However, as matters now stand, the 
United States will not be a part of the 
"United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea," and will remain 
outside the new international legal 
regime for the world ocean for the 
foreseeable future. This will place the 
United States in an anomalous legal 
community like at no time since World 
War II - including Vietnam - the 
United States is now considering 
further unilateral, national action by 
claiming 200 nautical miles offshore as 
an exclusive economic zone, similar to 
that provided for in the Convention. 
Rather than taking what some regard 
as punitive or retaliatory action which 
may be counterproductive, it would 
seem that the United States ought to 
continue to advocate its case for deep 
seabed mining, in hopes of eventually 
modifying the existing regime. Also, 
the United States should sign the new 
convention with apprupriate 
reservations on deep seabed mining, 
which is non-binding but would allow 
the United States to participate in the 
Preparatory Commission. As soon as 
50 states sign the convention, this 
Preparatory Commission will be 
constituted and begin its work in 
setting up the International Seabed 
Authority. It is much better to have the 
United States involved in this process 
than excluded altogether. 
The United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea will come into force 
and effect twelve months after 60 
states have ratified it, which is a virtual 
certainty. There is still time for the 
United States to press its views and/ or 
sign with reservations. However, this 
does not seem likely under the Reagan 
Administration. This self-exclusion 
and self-imposed isolation from the 
international legal community from 
the Convention does not, in the long 
run, seem to be in the best national' 
interests of the United States. 
Professor David L. Larson is the 
Chairman of the Political Science 
Department at the University of New 
Hampshire. He is author of the book, 
Major Issues of The Law of the Sea 
and has published several professional 
journal articles on the subject. 
1982: 
What was in, 
what-was out 
By John Bald 
It's a new year and a new semester. 
Not unlike years, fads, popularity and 
those in the media spotlight pass in 
and out. Some people, places, or 
things that were In at this time last year 
are now Out. Some things are, a year 
later, still In, and some thing are so In 
they never go Out. 
Here, then, is a look back at campus 
life at UNH in 1982: what came In, and 
what went Out. 
Kari-Van is Out, C.O.A.S.T. is In. 
VW Bugs are Out, old BMW's are In. 
"Hill Street Blues" is Out, MTV is In 
and Dick Cavett is Out, David 
L~tterman is In. "General Hospital" is 
still In, but Dr. Noah Drake will soon 
be checking Out. 
Alumnus covers were burned Out. 
WUNH is In, the Student Senate is 
Out. Bruce Poulton and Jean Rilling 
bowed Out. The Commuter Advocate 
is Out once a week. John Irving is In 
only because he's an alumnus. And 
dead baby jokes are Out, bunny jokes 
are In. -
Newmarket is so far Out that it's In. 
Somethings will always be In: 
Nick's, the U.N.H. Dance Theater 
Company, . Rick Bean, Pistachio's, 
Carl's, Jodi's record prices, hop-
skippers, sex. 
Writing a check at Shop 'n Save is 
Out, XPRESS 24 is In. C.M.F.s are 
Out, Iced Teas are In. Moosehead is 
Out, Heineken is In. B-Floor is Out 
the new Vending Room is In. ' 
Evelyn Handler is on her way Out. 
Izod is Out, Boston Trader is In, 
L. L. Bean is eternal. G. Gordon Liddy 
was In right ·after he got Out, but now 
he's Out. "Twilight Zone" is Out, 
"Leave it to Beaver" is In. Norm 
D.Amours is In, Gordon Humphrey is 
Out (but not Out enough). Riunite is 
Out, Budweiser Light is In. The B-52's 
are Out, the Stray Cats are In. Joe 
Jackson, who is In, is Stepping Out. 
Squeeze, the Jam, and the Who are, 
most unfortunately, Out. 
Some things will 
alivays be in: Nick's, 
the UNH Dance 
Theater Company 
Smoking-cigarettes in class is Out, 
drinking Diet-Pepsi is In. U.N.H. 
enrollment declined by 300 -
apparently, fewer of us are In. Del 
Rossi's is Out, Lee's is In. The U.N.H. · 
Bookstore is Out, the Durham Book 
Exchange is J n. 
Real nien don't care what's In. 
(Giving credit where it's due: the 
original idea of chronicalling the year's 
Ins and Outs belongs to Nathan Cobb 
a writer whose 'year-end . "Ins and 
Outs" articles are a Boston Globe 
tradition.) 
PAGE EIGHTEEN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, ·1983 
- HETZEL HALL'S 6th ANNUAL 
DAN CE-A-THON-
ALL ARE WELCOME!! 
FRIDAY, FEB. 4 7:00 p.m., MUB 
FRIDAY 
WHITE LIES, 7~9 p.m. 
QUAZZI, 10:30-1 2:30 p. m . 
. SAT. 
THE SAME, 3:00-4:00 a.m. 
- . .J 
THE PURPLE STARS _4-6:00 p.m . 
. CONFIDENTIAL (A Premier Boston 
. . 
- Rock&Blues Band), ·8:30-10:00 p.m. 
LIGHT YEARS, 10:30-1 2:00 p.m. 
SUN 
· NOW SOUND EXPRESS, .12-4:30 p.m. 
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-Arts & Features 
Arthur Smart keeps UNH alive, just a little bit longer 
By Eric M. Heath 
"My main reason. for 
teaching the defensive driving 
course here at UNH is to help 
keep people alive ... just a little 
bit longer." Arthur Smart, 
Safety Specialist of the UNH 
Public Safety Division, says 
this with the utmost sincerity 
but also with a grin since that 
phrase has become his 
trademark and a tool for 
keeping DOC classes lively, 
and even entertaining. 
Mr. Smart has been the 
instructor for the DOC classes 
offered on the UNH campus 
since 1977. The course itself 
was prepared by the National 
Safety Council which also 
provides materials for it's 
instruction. Completion of the 
course is required of anyone 
who plans on driving a New 
Hampshire state owned 
vehicle. Mr. Smart has taught 
over 3000 people, ·half of them 
students. This requirement, 
first instated by former 
Governor Meldrim Thompson, 
was carried on by the late Hugh 
Gallen and is expected to be 
decreed again by the Sununu 
administration. 
But defensive driving is only 
one of Mr. Smart's interests. 
Since taking on the duties of 
Safety Specialist he has had a 
hand in the over all safety of the 
UNH campus, focusing his 
attention from walk ways to 
stairwells, from roads to badly 
lit areas. 
It was a member ofan ad-hoc 
safety committee formed in the 
winter of '8 l-'82 that Smart 
pushed for the improvement of 
campus lighting. It was no 
struggle though, for as Smart 
puts it,"the facilities services 
people, who actually installed 
and repaired the lighting 
fixtures, were very eager to 
help out." That lighting project 
has, in fact, become an 
"ongoing_ program as funds 
become available," Smart 
continues. 
That safety committee was 
formed voluntarily and is 
composed of employees from 
Public Safety, Residential Life, 
and Facilities Services. It was 
first organized to examine· 
lighting deficiencies on 
campus, and to act as a liason 
between departments in order 
to improve the problem areas. 
As the ad-hoc committee that it 
is, it has met from time to time 
ever since its creation in order 
to discuss new problems or 
those which have simply not 
been previously addressed. The 
members generally meet on 
University time, but as. in the 
case of the lighting situation, it 
was necessary for them to meet 
at night on their own time. The 
group is not an official organ of 
UNH, and that nocturnal 
meeting reflected Smart's own 
feeling · that "my time is the 
University's time." 
Mr. Smart describes another 
project that the committee has 
seen through the fruition. 
"Maps of the campus have been 
put in.side all the dorms near 
the main entrances. On them 
the most heavily travelled 
routes have been high-lighted." 
There is, presumably, safety in 
numbers so Smart and the 
Safety Committee feel that the 
maps, which are new to the 
dorms this semester, will show 
the safest way to go for students 
walking ~cross the campm: at 
night. 
The prevention of accidents 
is Smart's major effort, but his 
job also entails examining the 
causes of accidents which have 
already occurred on campus, in 
particular those involving 
faculty or staff members. 
When an accident is made 
known to him, Mr. Smart tries 
to identify its causes. Then, 
based on his findings, he 
recommends actions to be 
taken which he hqpes will 
prevent a similar accident. 
Again he stresses the complete 
cooperation of the Facilities 
Services Department. 
Smart's job also takes him 
off campus to the University's 
out · of town holdings. Of 
particular interest to him is 
Highland House in Lee where 
students of the Thompson 
School live, and operate a 
farm. "They're a great bunch of 
kids out there. "~ays Smart of 
SMART, page 20 
The Leg: not just for dancing anymore 
By Patty Adams 
It's like the law of gravity,up 
go the skirts, and· down-go the 
ey~s. Down they go, to catch a 
glimps~ of that most versatile 
appendage, the leg. And this 
season, more than ever, legs are · 
drawing attention. 
Legs have taken on stripes, 
polka dots, geometric patterns, 
Leg warmers have become part of this years chic look. ( Carolyn 
Blackmar photo) · 
and numerous other textures 
and styles. The hosiery bµsiness 
is booming and fashion 
conscious women are snatching 
up this creative legwear. 
Dancers used to be the 
biggest customers of Danskin 
tights and legwarmers, but 
now, you can see leg socks 
wrapped around half the legs 
on campus. You know, they're 
those things that seem to be 
falling down all the time; and 
usually are complemented by 
sneakers and sweats. 
Fashion designers have been 
quick to add legwear to their 
collections, and encourage a 
shorter skirt to show off their 
decorative patterns. In the 
February issue of VOGUE, 
there is a quote saying "No 
question, this is a season of the 
most beguiling, most 
ornamental stockings.-" 
Perry Ellis, Geoffry Beene, 
Ra1ph Lauren, Christian Dior 
and Evan-Picone are just some 
of the names lent to the: 
fashionable leg accesories. And; 
they've also lent their 
competitive prices. A pair of 
polka dot Picones are $6.50, 
and Fogal Hosiery makes a 
pair of black fishnets for $18--
with no guarantee to be run-
proof. 
Out of eggs, stockings have 
hatched into birds of paradise. 
Write Features ! ! ! 
• 
Vacation pastimes 
By David Andrews 
In September, at the 
beginning of each school year, 
you can easily identify a 
freshman when he asks, 
"What's your major?" You can 
also tell the upperclassmen 
when they ask, "Where are you 
living now," or "How was your 
break?" 
By second semester, 
everyone asks, "How was your 
break?" except of course, for 
transfer students and incoming 
freshmen. After the fiftieth 
time I was asked about my 
vacation, I paused, and 
thought, what was it really like? 
Certainly, I didn't read any 
long Russian novels as I'd 
planned. I didn't ski. I didn't 
take advantage of the lower 
rates to go to Florida. But I did 
rediscover some ghosts from 
my pre-college life such as a 
nice warm bed, and a healthy 
11 hours of sleep. I 
rediscovered my parents good 
food and their bad moods. I 
rediscovered the parent game. 
I was bored and I didn't 
mind. I relished my boredom, 
which led to my next discovery. 
I rediscovered the t'elevision as 
a viable form of entertainment. 
Every day when I woke up, 
the first thing I did was turn on 
my television, its warm glow a 
reminder of the days when Cro-
Magnon man huddled around 
the fire. I watched all the old 
Lov~ Boat reruns, Family 
Feud, and the midday news, 
always careful to get all three 
weather reports. That way I 
could pick the worst prediction 
and convince myself not to go 
outside, except to get the mail 
I became an avid fan of Rat 
Patrol. The only way I could 
get clear reception was to hold 
the toaster over my head and 
balance on one leg. I'd call my 
friend Steve and ask what he 
was doing. "Oh I guess I'm 
gonna do a few shots and watch 
Rat Patrol," he said. We'd 
compare notes. "Did you see 
the part when they blew up the 
German Colonel..." · 
I approached the soap 
operas with skepticism. At first 
I just turned ,on the picture 
without any sound, and 
listened to the radio. But a 
week later on one of the soaps I 
saw a woman do a strip tease, · 
unknowingly in front of her 
mother-in-law, while her 
husband took care of the baby 
at home. "Hmmm," I said to 
myself as I turned up the 
volume button. "Maybe there's 
something good here." 
Soon I was hooked. I played 
the Daytime Dilemma 
religiously, only getting one 
wrong answer. I watched Luke 
Spencer get caught in an 
avalanche, saw Nina get caught 
redhanded in bed with another 
man by her husband Cliff, and 
Blackie's fraternity was 
revealed as a bunch of good 
natur~d preppy housewreckers. 
(By the way, the fraternity 
VACATION, page 22 
SUBARU ASK FOR (603) 742-3647 AMY RUBIN 
~ PETER BROOKS TRI-CITY SUBARU, INC. 
ROUTE. 16 
SOMERSWORTH. NH 03878 
Congratulations!! 
QUALITY On the position of 




S'IUDENT · $IS 
SPECIAL 
Select your personal 
typestyles, paper stock 
_ and format stylesm 
oner uu1res march 1. 1983. 
INCLUDES TYPESETTING & 
1 00 PAINTED COPIES 
$us$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 




Student Rep. $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Contact Carol: 86&-9731 (Hitchcock, Rm. 116) 
---SMART-------
( continued from page 19) 
the students he has met on his 
visits to Highland House. 
"They live there and run the 
whole place and I think it's just 
marvelous." 
Of all his -duties, though, 
instructing the Defensive 
Driving Course is, perhaps, 
most important to him. There 
is reason for this. 
During his career with the 
Air Force, Smart was involved 
in the investigation of a fatal 
auto accident which had 
occured on base. A young man 
was killed in the accident and 
shortly afterwards it fell on him 
to notify the next of kin. "It was 
_ the most horrible experience of 
my life" Smart recalls, "when I 
had to tell that man that his son 
was _rle~d " It''- a painful story 
to tell, but tell it he does during 
the eight hour · DDC classes. 
Becaus~ such deaths are 
pointless, and if it takes a little 
bit of recalled anguish to 
convince drivers to slow down 
work you don't sit right down 
and get about business, you 
have a cup of coffee and say 
good morning to the people 
you work with. When you go 
home at the end of the day the 
first thing you do is sit down 
with the paper or turn on the 
television. That's just plain 
nothing, nothing at all 
compared to maybe saving a 
human life. 
"So when you're in that car 
and tooling down the road with 
hardly a care in the world, why 
not slow down and put both 
hands on the wheel and become 
a defensive driver. And maybe 
just maybe we'll all stay 
alive ... just a little bit longer. 
Afiernoon ,and evening 
· classes of the Defensive 
Driving Course will be offered 
in two four hour segments on 
the fallowing dates: 
r---------------------------------~- and drive more carefully, then · 
February 22, 24 
March 15, 17 
'April 19, 21 
The course can be taken 
without charge by any member 
of the University community. 
For further information and 
reservations call 862-1427. 
THE PART-TIME JOB THAT 
DOESN'T COMPETE WITH SCHOOL. 
If you've got enough to do without trying to find a challenging job that fits into 
your school calendar, consider the Army Reserve. -
The Reserve has a new split-training program that's tailored to fit almost 
any studept's schedule. You simply take eight weeks oflnitial Training one summer 
and a few. months of job skill training the following summer. 
During the school year, you '11 serve with a local Army Reserve unit, usuall_y 
one weekend a month. And after you finish the two summers of training, you'll 
spend two weeks of training each year, usually in the summer. 
But a good schedule is just one of the wavs you '11 benefit by joining the Army 
Reserve. You'll receive more t~_dn $7,000 pay for four years of duty. And you might 
be eligible for one of our special bonuses. 
_ For more information, call the number below. Or stop by. 
ARMY RESERVE. 
BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
US Army Recruiting Station 
5 Locust Street 
.Dover, NH 03820 
749-0411 
it's worth it to Arthur Smart. 
'.'After all" he cajoles, "what 
are you going to do when you 
get to your destination? 
Nothing. When you arrive at 
Tuesdays & Fridays 
The New Hampshire 
Commuters & Transfers 
... are you interested in meeting & 
getting to know other commuters & 
transfers? 
. 
On-Going Orientation Groups 
... are small groups intended to provide that opportunity-
to get togetller & discuss feelings & ~bought~ about:. off 
campus life, being new at UNH, experiences with parkmg, 
roommates, KariVans, landlords, moving off campus, 
lunch at the MU B, meeting people & much, much more ... 
2 groups that will last 6 weeks each 
are scheduled: 
Tuesdays 12:30-2p, beginning on 
Feb. 15th, Carroll Room, MUB 
or 
Thursdays 12:30-2p, beginning 
on Feb: 17th, Notch Rm, MUB 
Interested? Questions? 
call or stop by the Commuter/ Transfer Center, 
MUB Rm. 136 862-3612 
Sign up deadline: Feb. ·1 I th 
· TJiE ,l'J5W ,H~MeSHIR~F-RIQAY_. F.EBRUARY..4, 3.983 PAGE 'fWENT'f .. QNE 
THE WORLD 
IS YOUR CAMPUS 
Two World itineraries are 
offered in 1982, sponsored by 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails March 4, 1982 
from Ft. Lauderdale - Spain, Greece, 
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines, 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle. 
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from 
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universi.ties, augmented by visiting area experts. 
Optional tours. including special tours into the People's Republic of China. available. 
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester 
at Sea admits students without regard to color,_race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully air-
conditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America. 1 
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, 
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854.0195 (in 
<;:alifornia call (714) 771-65~). 




AND SALE of 
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 
FEATURING: Old Masters, 
Impressionists, The Group· of 
Seven, Woodland Indian and 
Oriental Art, O'Keeffe, 
British Museum and 
Exhibition Posters, Eschers, 
Curtis, Rockwell, and others. 
DATE Feb. 8 & 9 
TIME - 9 a.m. - .5 p.m. 
{***WEREWOLVES of LONDON*~*¢ I 



















Granite State Room 
Sunday, February 20th 
1st show: 7:30 
A few seats still available 















The Price: $4.50 student p 
$6.50 general and non-SAF-student 
T 
m Tickets on Sale Friday, Jan. 28th H o Mus Ticket Office E 
N B 
E Gen. Meeting For Security O.NLY Feb. 1, 7pm A 
. y outside SCOPE Office N 
t D. 
. L,.1KCITABLE BOY (He's Just Ant .. j 
PRICES 
MOST LARGE PRINTS · 
$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00 
MOST SMALL PRINTS · 
$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00 
OVER 700 
· DIFFERENT IMAGES 
NEW THIS YEAR: 
PLACE Memorial Union/East 
We~t Lounge 
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS • 
APAMS, CUNNINGHAM, 
and more. 
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"Best Friends" bombs badly 
By Louis Morneau 
Each year Hollywood 
studios produce a slew of films 
which cram the Christmas 
season. It's Hollywood's most 
profitable time of the year. Best 
Friends epitomizes the 
. inexcusable, uncalled for trash 
that often surfaces in this 
sudden winter wonderland of 
movies. 
Burt Reynolds and Goldie 
Hawn play a pair of -
screenwriters. who -live and 
work together. On a whim they 
marry and go East to visit 
relatives. 
A real gutsy, grabbing 
scenario you say? This movie is 
as imaginative on Warner 
Brothers part as someone at 
General Motors inventing the 
wheel. _ Even the worst of 
movies rarely bore us; we 
usually find something mildly 
stimulating in them. Best . 
Friends is void of stimuli. It 
bores us and is grueling if not 
painful to sit through. It's script 
is directionless, cliche and 
tiresome. Norman Jewson 
directs a gathering of 
obnoxious supporting 
characters, while Burf and 
Goldie perform with the 
presumption that their mere 
presence is a joy to behold. 
Their performances reek of 
apathy· and a general 
willingness to be mediocre, all 
of which must infuriate jobless, 
aspiring actors. 
The film could have been 
shot during a coffee break on 
another film. It is a generic 
movie with everything from an 
all purpose musical score to all 
purpose charactcr.s. The good_ 
part? Well it's sure to be 
forgotten. 
Write Features !-! 
Do you wanStJMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES 
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM 
PAPERS 
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many sugges'tions and addresses of, 
154 corporations, 41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with 
openings for summer employment or internships. Order now. Publication 
date February 15, 1983. $5.00 
. II 'BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON. THE GRADUATE 
RECORD EXAMINATION - Proven strategies to increase your score. 
Many sample questions from previous exams. 228 pages.· $5.00 
111 INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON 
ADMISSION PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT 
ADMISSION EXAMINAT..J:ON - This guide will herp! It lists schoo_ls that 
.~ accept part-time students, Ct students, those without accounting and the 
very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95. $7.00 
IV BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL 
ADMISSION TEST - (Multistate Bar Examination) - Written by an 
attorney. Actual questions from past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. 
$7.00 
V HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION 
TESTS - The best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 
340 pages. $1 o.oo· 
VI THE TERM PAPER KIT - 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology 
to zoology. Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that 
received a grade of A- or A during the 1982 academic year at the 
University of Arizona or Arizona State University. Ten pages of rules for 
preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, review 
the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be 
sent to you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They 
are for instructional purposes only. Order the kit and see what top 
students do to get high grades. $10.00 
---
Mai I your order to: University Research Services 
Department 28 
P.O. Box 7739 
. Phoenix, Arizona 85011 --------------------------------Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 
14 days additional to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or 
more items, we will pay all mailing charges. 
Send me items I II Ill IV V VI 
(circle your choice) 
Name _______________ _ Price of Books ____ _ 
Addresc:..._ ______________ _ 
City _____ _ State.._.__ __ Zip........__ __ _ 
Postage _____ 
1 
Total _____ • 
I .. 
----VACATION----
< continued from page 19) 
party portrayed on General 
Hopital was nowhere as good 
as the one's I've seen at UNH) 
After all the debauchery of 
the soaps, I needed some good 
· old fashioned family unity, so I 
turned to the Waltons. After 
the Waltons, there was more 
debauchery, albeit humorous, 
in Soap, followed by All in the 
Family reruns. 
Yes readers, I was a T.V. 
addict, addicted as surely as I 
had been to caffeine and nights 
of five hour sleep during 
school. I became infatuated 
with Robin . Young. Dan 
Rather bacame my father 
figure. I lusted after Catherine 
Bach, Heather Thomas from 
the Fall Guy, and Joan Collins, 
who plays Alcxi.s on Dync1~ty. 
And of course, I could not sleep 
fitfully unless I saw Johnny 
Carson's monologue. 
However, it had to stop cold 
turkey, Jan.23. In 24 ·hours, 
instead of being bombarded by 
commercials requesting I buy 
their product, I was 
bombarded by requests to pay 
my parking tickets. It was time 
to join "reality" at UNH. Now, 
except for an occasional Celtics 
game and the Super Bowl, I'm 
clean. 
It's now time to decide if real 
is real, if Business Statistics can 
be passed and if I can find 
someone to switch journalism 
sections with me. It's back to 
my hard bed, noisy dorm and 
bad food. And,. there will be no 
more luxurious I I hours of 
sleep a night. 
Tc:kvbiun is boring, let's face 
it, it was just what Dr. Rick 
Webber ordered. 
ALL THE SPORTS! 




Complete and mail with check or money order for $2.98 to: 
Enterprise Ltd., 467 Coral Ave., Manchester, NH 03104. 
Please print clearly. 
NAME ______________ _ 
ADDRESS ______________ _ 
CTIY _________ STA1t ZIP __ _ 
ATTENTION UNH 
SKI. CLUB· MEMBERS 
And Non-Members 
There is a 
MANDATORY 
meeting 
This meeting will discuss our schedules and 
fundraising. New members are encouraged to · 
JOln. 
.. 11e1 ...... ..,, roun PUUNT8 
'\. 
UtllANNIJAL 




or March 19·• 
• Round Trtp 1101'H1op 
Clwllrtllghllo 





or March 18•Z7 
• Round b1p motor coach 
lo Daytona Beech 
• On CllfflPUI dlpartww 
ALL TOUll8 INCLUDBa 
• OCEANFRONT accommodations 
• w~ Party with FREE BEER 
•Diacount ID Card for discounts at Shops, Restaurants and 
Night Clubs 
+Optional: Kitchenettes, Walt Disney World, Epcot Adventure Tour 
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDe AOOITIONAL$59.00FOR TAX, GRATUITIES AND SERVICE. 
MN•_. .. .._,_ ......... rr. ............. or La• Pac•_. old~. 





Applications Being Accepted For 
* PRESIDENT 
• BUSINESS MANAGER 
* HOSPITALITY 
• PRODUCTION MANAGER 
-tc SECURITY 
* PUBLICITY-
All Paid Positions 
No Experience Necessary 
Applications available at 
SCOPE Rm-. 124 MUB 
Application Deadline Feb. 25 




Cross Country Skis Thermal Underwear 
Ski Parkas Fleece Jackets 
Pullover Shells Sleeping Bags 
Wool Sweaters & Shirts . 
SPECIAL SPECIAL · SPECIAL 
We are selling our entire stock 
of rental cross country skis 
Ski - w / Binding 
$29 .oo - $49 .ob 
_,,,, - .... 
-




lllildtmiss Crails ~ ~ --- _ 
Pettee Brook Lane .... 
Durham. New Hampshire 03824 -.~~.,..»..~. _~f-..... ll'Jlllll'!~::.JIG~~~--  
Hours · Mon-Fri 9-5:30 · ·• • - . ..,,,,.~jffi 
Sat 9-5 .• - ~ : _-- ... .,.;,~~: 
Sun ' 11 -5 ......._ 
~ 
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COMICS 
GARFIELD 
POOKV, WHEN VOU LOST YOUR 
ARM,l GOT TO THINKING ABOUT 
OUR MORTALITY, ANP 
TMAT'S PEPRE.~SING 
BLOOM COUNTY 
60 PROMISE ME. 
YOU'LL NEVER 
LOSE YOUR ARM 
AGAIN,OKAVr 
By JIM DAVIS 
~--· 
© 1983 United Feature Syndicate, tnc. 
by Berke Breathed 
.... ----------. 
l'P Uf(f. 10 R.Aa 
AN AD IN 1H6 C001\\Nl,.Y. 
•• ~OONPJ,5 • HON WCM.V 
MA$. 
1 
YOO UK6 IT 
10~0? 
,. 51N6<£ MPU,, 29, 6 '3 ,, 









ACROSS 46 Part of NCAA (abbr.) 12 Braz11 resort 
47 Distribute, as 13 Bankf'ng abbrevf-
1 Disarrange, as hair cards (2 wds.) ation 
5 Given to over- 48 Jesus inscription 14 Metric measures 
simplification 49 Armed sea mollusks (abbl".) 
15 Arrow poison 50 Those present 20 First lady 
16 Creating enmity 55 Opera solo 24 Opposite of ques. 
17 Hardi - 56 Ben Hur, e . g. 25 1961 "Best Actress" 
18 Asian rats 57 Noticed (2 wds.) 
19 " - Skelter" 58 One way to determine 26 Busy 
21 Ca 11 's partner SO-Across (2 wds.) 27 Hurdy-gurdy ( 2 wds.) 
22 Steal 59 Ending for gliss 29 TV Tarzan, Ron -
23 Exist 30 - Sack 
24 Harmful snakes DOWN 32 "- a boy!" 
28 "Fiddler on the 33 - set 
Roof" matchmaker 1 Former cartoon show 35 Cousteau's domain 
29 Overhead rail roads ( 2 wds. ) · 36 " - Were a Rf ch 
30 Equine sound 2 Impromptu Han ... " 
31 Racing-type wheels 3 Packaging need 39 Card game 
32 Stite abbreviation (2 wds.) 41 As-· pin 
33 Quartz variety 4 Sfx-1 ine stanzas 43 Prefix for sphere 
34 Table scrap 5 Fencing sword 44 - room 
35 At an impasse 6 Ending for pay 46 Go on - (ramble) 
37 Te.id the gard~ 7 They have flippers 47 Activists 
38 Word employments (2 wds.) 48 "What's - for 
40 Toward the stern 8 Jewish elementary me?" 
41 Kind · schools 50 Part of CPA (abbr.) 
42 Brown pigment 9 Sure of being won 51 However, for short 
43 --fi (2 wds.) 52 Upsilon's neighbor 
44 Respond to 10 "Amateur Hour" host 53 Sea eagle 




How would you like to have 
your comic strip. printed in 
Tlie New Hampshire? 
Then just bring in two comic 
strips to Rm. 151 1n the 
MUB. Ask for Dennis. 
---K-VAN-
( continued from page 1) 
people rode the Kari-Van. In 
the same period this year, 
208,508 people rode the bus. Of 
these, _only 595 were general 
public. This averages out to 
about seven public riders a day 
on the Kari-Van, Bachich said. 
The _ridership problem, 
according to Olson, is due to 
poor marketing . 
.. We need to spend more time 
and resources marketing it," he 
said. "We chose to spend 
money to set the system _up 
instead of marketing." · 
COAST has hired the 
advertising firm of Pickett, 
Fingree and Wal&h of 
Portsmouth to solicit 
advertising for the bus service. 
K-VAN, page 11 
Gordian 
Knot 
What is the national origin of 
"Sununu?" - A.C. 
Sununu, as in Gov. John 
Sununu, is Lebanese. 
What_ can you tell me about 
the parking ordinance in 
Dover? - A. C. 
During the winter there is an 
onstreet parking ban from 
December I to April I from 
midnight to six a.m. You may 
park in the municipal lots free -
of charge at night after 
obtaining a permit from the 
safety department (police). 
Why has the New Hampshire 
cracked down on personals? 
The New Hampshire does 
not permit obsenities or full 
names in the personals section. 
If you have any questions 
you would like the Gordian 
Knot to answer, just drop them 
off in the box at the main desk 
in the library or at the New 









You've become a 
li.fe saver. Literallv. · 
For installing .our' 
Employee Education 
Program. For 
understanding that if 
cancer is detected in 
its early stages, 
chances for cure are 
greatly increased. 
Thank you ~ 
Hundreds of 
companies now 
have an American 
Cancer Society 
Employee Education 
Program. If yours -
isn't one of them, 
call us. 
i@ 
American Cancer Society 
2,000,000 people ~cancer. 
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EXCHANGE -- FALL 83 
- Quebec 
San Diego State Univ. 
Univ. of North Carolina 
New England Land Grants 
GENERAL MEETING: __ Tu·esday, February 8 
WHERE: ............... __________ Carroll/ Belknap Rm. MUB 
WHEN =-------------------------------~~I 2: 3 0 p. m. 
FURTHER INFORMATION: 





OLD DOVER ROAD 
ACROSS FROM THE Nl=WINGTON MALL 
NEWINGTON, N.H. 
RARE OPPORTUNITY 




Are you interested in sales? Have one year experience? Have a 
college degree ·or Some college education? Want to improve your 
living standards? 
As a reputable dealer we are experiencing expansion. because of a 
volume of business which requires additional sales personnel. We 
are the largest Chevrolet volume dealer in the seacoast area. 
WE OFFER: 
. salary plus comm. 
. bonus incentive program 
. complete training 
. G.M. school 
. new car 
. paid vacation 
. Management opportunity 
. ~ecurity 
. factory incentive 
. major medical and dental 
insurance avail. 
We are looking for self motivated people, with a positive mental 
attitude. We will recruit several people for an executive sales career. 
· We will review applications on February 1
1 
I & 12 between 6:00 
and8:30 PM. Captain # I Room. 
See Taccetta Chev hospitality desk for applications, and interviews 
at the Holiday Inn, Portsmouth, N.H. 
' 
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---RATS---
(continued from page 2) 
to eat the grain. Baum looks at 
how the pigeons react as the 
grain runs out and at what 
point they decide to stop 
looking for food. 
According to Baum; the 
pigeons invariably stop feeding 
while there is still some food 
left, no matter how much or 
how little food there was to 
start. 
"It's not a matter of them 
being filled up," said Baum. 
.. animals don't react to food in 
a random way. They are very 
systematic. They're not aware 
of the strategy they follow, but 
their behavior can be described 
as conforming to strategy." 
That strategy is obtaining the 
most food for the least amount 
of energy, or in the case ·of 
humans, getting the best value 
for the money, said Baum. 
Baum 's work with rats and 
pigeons could lead to 
The New 
Ha~pshire 
Each year cancer 
strikes 120,000 
people in our work 
force. and causes our 
economy to lose 
more than $10 billion 
in earnings. Earnings 
that American 
workers might still be 
generating if they had 
known the simple 






yourself . .. call your 
local unit of the 
American Cancer 
Society and ask for 
their free pamphlet, 
"Helping Your 
Employees to Protect 
Themselves Against 
Cancer" Start 
! your company on a policy of good health today! America, Cancer Society 
important breakthroughs m 
wildlife management. 
When man disrupts an 
animal's natural habitat, as 
happens when a highway is 
built through . deers' feeding 
ground, the deer tend to feed on 
only one side of the road and 
deplete that source of food, 
instead of leaving some and 
moving on. 
• To alleviate this potentially 
dangerous problem, Baum 
said, deer tunnels for bridges 
could be constructed . 
Baum said he expects to 
make the rat and pigeon 
projects lifetime studies. He 
will also work on a few smaller 
projects which hP didn't 
specify. 
CHANNEL 11 
Bob Soucy leans from the stands Tuesday night to yell instructions at the B.C. coach. (Tim 
Skeer photo) 
PAGE TWENTY-EIGHT 
_Milc_'°'_~_ .. .---JII~ I 
Nordica Men's Ski Boots-Size 1 O½ like 
new, only used one season $50. Call 
Grant at 2-1597. 
GUITAR 1966 Gibson SG electric with 
hardshell case. Excellent. Call Wayne at 
862-1300 or come by TKE and see it. 
GUITAR Mint Condition- 10 year old-
nylon string acoustic- limited number 
produced- Rare- with case $500 
Negotiable -Dave 742-9474 
VOLVO 242 GL, 1975, 82K miles, AC, 
sunroof, leather interior. Exel. cond. Call 
436-5299 days, 431-2025 evenings 
68 VW Bug runs great ! $400 call 868-
1656 evenings & weekends. 
FOR SALE: SKIS-Head HAP Comp (red) 
205 cm , w / Salomon 444's and 
skibrakes- used- $50----KASTLE ICE (red) 
200cm w/Tyrolia 360's and skibrakes-
New- $175 or 8 .0 . See Peter in 
Richardson 214 or call 2-3233 eves. 
MUST SELL FAST!! 
OLYMPUS OM-! CAMERA w / 3 lenses, 
leather carrying case, tripod. Call for 
details 431-8564 (keep trying) $400 or 
8.0 . 
SMALL REFRIGERATOR Ideal for dorm 
room - Brand new $75 firm call 868-2072 
1974 Camaro Rally Sport Gld/ Blk, 250 6 
cyl, 3 speed, 22mpg, 87k, AM/ FM stereo, 
good cond. dependable. $1800 or B/ 0 
749-0021 after 6pm or leave a message 
at 749-2563 
BUR HOE BLUE SPEAKERS 6 months old 
25-100w s3oo·or best offer Call steve at 
742-2939 
1967 Camaro 250, standard 3-speed, 
runs beautifully. Inspected, new brakes, 
ball joints, exhaust, 6 radials (2 Sf}ows), 
AM/FM cassette. $1000, call 868-5165 
evenings 
Swedish Name Brand Clogs at 1 / 2 price! 
First Quality! Call 868-1336 or come to 
the Coops, 5 Dennison Rd. Apt S-3 
Durham. 
...__A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s _for_R_e_nt~ ! .. I 
Roomate needed-male to share room. 
Great location in Downtown Durham. 
$100/mo., heat included. Contact 
Durham House of Pizza for messages 
(868-2224)Ask for Steve about room with 
Gil. Also Commuter Tranter Center. 
Servk:81 ■nd Repah I~ I 
Typing-Free pick up- and delivery. Fast 
efficient service, reasonable rates. Cali 
Virg!nia , 742-4651 morn ings, or 
evenings after 6:30 p.m. 
Help Wanted 
na your norse housing problem. Partial 
or complete board for your horse in 
exchange for stable chores : contact the 
Deerfield Riding Academy. tel : 603-4136-
7640. 
Work-_Study positions are available in the 
MUB. Apply now!! Fill out an application 
in the Student Activities office (in the 
MUB) 
Overnight girls camp in Adirondacks has 
openings for counselor-instructors in 
tennis, waterfront, athletics, gymnastics, 
arts/crafts, pioneering, musicm 
photography, drama, dance, computer, 
R.N.,general. Information available in 
Placement Office or write: Andrew 
Rosen, 221 Harvard Avenue, 
Swarthmore, PA 19081 
MENI-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! 
Ame_rican . Foreign . No experience 
required. Excellent pay. Worldwidetravel. 
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for 
information. SEAFAX, Dept. 0-14, Box 
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362 
ALASKA. SUMMER JOBS. Good 
money$$. Parks, fisheries, wilderness 
resorts, logging and much more .. "Sum-
mer Employment Guide" 1983 employer 
listings. $4.95 Alasco, Box 2573, 
Saratoga, CA 95070-0573 
Work study position at the Research 
Of~ice. ~lerk/typ isst--requires light 
typr_ng, f1h~g, and other general office 
duties. flexible hours. This is your chance 
to learn first-hand about research at UNH 
and opportunities for funding for 
fellowships, scholarships, and research 
projects. Call or visit Mary Ellen Wright at 
the Research Office, Room 109, Horton 
SSC, 2-2000. 
Work study employment and independent 
study opportunities available at A SAFE 
PLACE, a shelter for battered women and 
their children in Portsmouth. Work study 
positions available for an Administrative 
Assistant and Children's Advocate 
Independent studies available in 
Fundraising and PR . Public Education, 
and Children 's Services. Call 436-7924 
immediately for more information 
POSITION OPEN-Assistant Business 
Manager- Student Activity Fee 
Organization . Paid Position; No 
experience necessary; leading to 
Business Managers position for 1983-84. 
Applications available in Rm. 145 MUB. 
Deadline Feb. 8th . 
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CLASSIFIED 
Help!! I lost a gold cross pen on Friday, Jan 
28, between 9:00 and 10:00 somewhere 
between Horton Room 4 and Murkland 
Room 110. S5 reward. Sentimental 
Value . Please contact Diane in 
Williamson hall, Room 706; 2-2723, 868-
9856. 
I ___ · P_ersonals___,,JJ[j] 
REALWORLD- Fred and Franny in Field 
Experience Land. "I just can't hack it," 
says Fred. "Sure, I'm doing all right in my 
courses, but what does it all mean?" 
Franny, in the meantime, remains 
confused. 
Studly Debonaire in B2: I'm writing this 
personal because I don't know what to say 
to you in person without making you 
defensive. I kind of feel a little chill every 
time I talk to you . Weren 't we still going to 
be friends? I feel that's changed on your 
part. I'll be alone this weekend; come talk 
to me, okay? I meant it when I said I 
cared.-The Girl Next Door. 
Burnisie of Beta-Thanks for the late nioht 
vIsIt to introduce us to your roomie--but 
next time could you wait until we have our 
eyes open? 
SEND YOUR HONEY A SUPER 
VALENTINE! This year give your 
sweetheart (and your Mom!) the most 
delicious valentine ever- a homemade, 
freshly baked super Cookie from The 
Cookie Jar-colorfully decorated with your 
message! We'll mail anywhere. Order 
early and beat the rush! 
BESTOW A FAIR YOUNG MAIDEN WITH 
A VALENTINE SERENADE AND A RED 
ROSE FROM THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
GENTLEMEN CALL: 742-6339 or 659-
5801 before Saturday, February 12th for 
Details. 
This semester, Brook House is the place to 
be-- where you can work for DCE! The 
Division of Continuing Education is 
looking for a dependable person who will 
be responsible for assisting the 
department secretary with general office 
work. This person must possess good 
typing skills and be reliable, accurate, and 
self-motivated. Call Faith for further 
information at 862-1088. Act now! Next 
week will be too late. 
No, tell me more about this super 
opportunity. 
WOW! Have you heard about the best 
workstudy job on campus? 
Bill and Jon, We're waiting for another 
spectacular night at Acacia. We still love 
you! Muffy and Daffney 
Has anybody seen a pair of blue hospital 
pants with an orange tag on the back? 
Lost at Acacia .. . 
BARTENDING COURSE- Start preparing 
for next summer's job, now. Learn 
professional mi>1_ing techniques as you 
practice making over 100 different drinks 
behind an actual bar. It's easy and fun--
our way. Certificate awarded. For free 
brochure call or write MASTER 
BARTENDERS SCHOOL, 84 Main St., 
Newmarket, N.H. Tel.659-3718. (P.S. It's 
on the Kari-Van route.) 
Hey Gang get psyched for March 4-6th for 
the Vt. weekend. The 2nd annual Strtton 
Mtn. EXTRAVAGANZA will definitely 
outdo the first! 
To : Jani Poole, John Litster, and Karen 
Isenberg. Congratulations! Camp will 
never be the same with you guys as new 
counselors.-Sam & Lisa 
• 45 Centre St. 02554: I can't believe a year 
has gone by since you turned 21. Can you 
believe all that has happened in that year? 
One of the best aspects of it is that I got to 
know you better and our friendship grew 
stronger. Even though I'm not here right 
now, I'm thinking about you. Happy 
Birthday special Friend. Love Pine View 
02554. 
Couples can still sign up for the Hetzel 
Hall 48-hr. Dance-A-Thon on Feb. 
4,5,&6th . Test your endurance while 
raising money for the N.H. Kindney 
Foundation . Registration Packets 
available at area and MUB desks. 
FEELING RESTED AFTER BREAK? Put 
that energy to work for a good cause. The 
Hetzel Hall Dance-A-Thon is only a week 
away there's still time to find a partner 
and get ready to dance those hours 
away ... 
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITY-
Assistant Business Manager of Student 
Activity fee Organization . No experience 
necessary; Paid position. Applications 
available in rm. 145 MUB. Deadline Feb. 
8th. 
SKIERS- Condo for rent Feb. 11 --13. 
Sleeps four across the street from 
Attitash Mtn. Located within 20 miles of 5 
mountains!! For more info call Nancy at 
356-6753 
-TASTE wants you to share your talent 
with others. If you sing, juggle, mime, or 
have any act you'd like to present for 
others, TASTE offers you an outlet for 
your talents. For more information call 
862-1001 . 
-Your friends tell you that you put on a 
pretty good show. They might be right you 
know! If you'd like an opportunity to 
perform with your talent we've hot the 
opportunity for you. For more info call 
TASTE (The Association for Student 
Talent and Entertainment) at 862-1001 
Happy B-Day Carol Ml Love Andi . Sorry 
it's late! 
"Chapin, l'n New England horrified! If we 
sell 'Dolonor' we could be stuck in town 
on weekends, and worse, we'll spend half 
the week worrying we won't be asked to 
the country and the other half mortified 
we had to be asked. I" 
"First, three years at Miss Porter 's 
doesn't entitle you to be New England 
horrified. Second, if we sold it we 'd still 
have Southampton. And third, if daddy 
expected me to run " this cottage by the 
sea" as he so quaintly called it, he should 
have left me the funds to do it." 
"Well blow my hair back. I may come from 
Texas, but even in Midland we know 
Southampton in February is social 
suicide! Aspen, Stowe, even Newport, but 
the Hamptons! In February! It's not done. 
We musn't even think it! Oh Chay, if only 
you 'd listen to me and hadn't invested all 
our inheritance in ----" 
" Phillipa, the clock just said it's cocktail 
time, so take your Farmington S<>cial 
Bullshit and ---" 
"Thank you Hollis, but Mr. Ames will 
pour. I do love the way you shake them 
Dear. It really makes all the differ~~ 
'1)hvery well, that will be all Hollis." 
"Well Chay, we have Hollis, Lord knows 
that's something to be thankful for." 
"Yes, we still have old Hollis, and all 
thanks to you .. . " 
Come and see what you get for $5 at 
Friendship Lanes. Sat. 8 to 11 p.m. on 
Kari-Van route. Rt. 108 Main St . 
Newmarket. For more info. call 659-5124 
full cocktail bar. 
Bowl and Suds Sat. 8-11 p.m. Come and 
see what you get for your money. 
Friendship Lanes Newmarket. 659-5124. 
Lounge open every night 6 p. m. to closing. 
Specials at all times. 
Interested in having a jam session? Space 
available, free on Fri or Sat nights. Full 
cocktail bar and dance floor. At Friendship 
Lanes. Rt. 108 N. Main St. Newmarket . 
659-5124. 
-The Association for Student Talent and 
Entertainment is looking for artistic 
people for our ongoing performance 
series. If you have an act you think might 
be well received, give us a call 862-1001 . 
Everybody starts somewhere. 
To blue eyes! I've noticed you from across 
the room at Huddleston. Sources tell me 
you have a single on 4th floor Devine. I 
- know who you- are, I wish you knew me 
also. Take time to notice those noticing 
you! 
'{ictims of Rape and Sexual Assault 
Support Group- An ongoing weekly 
support group .for victims of rape and 
sexual assault to share feerings & 
common concerns. Meets every Thursday 
beginning Feb . 10th , 1 :30 - 3 :30-: 
Counseling & Testing Center (thru Feb. 
15th) for more information contact : ellen 
Becker 862-2090 
Lorrie- Thanks for being such a great 
roommate. Those late night talks have 
helped. I'll try not to have anymore 4:00 
visitors! I love Ya!!! 
Ann and Jen- FOK! Miss you, Jen! Beth-
buddy, come visit at aleast once a week. 
Bring your ex-loungette friends, that 
means you, Julie and Liz! Diane 
To the R,W & B men, Here's the belated 
personal, thanks to a certain Mo' Po' 
(notice rag!) It's only been a week (and½) 
and already you guys have made fools of 
yourselves! I must admit your concerts 
were spectacular! Chuck, I loved the way 
you played the vacum cleaner. Do you 
remember the difference between a train 
and a teacher? Bill, who do you think you 
ah, my motha? Spit, revenge is 
sweet ... and hosehead: Do you come from 
the land down under? Or is it just your 
dirty laundry? 
Hey Turkey! When are you going to take 
us up on that ice cream date? (we're 
waiting ... ) Love, two gorgeous girls with 
wet hair. P.S. Get psyched for schnapps! 
Heeeey Andy! (wink) Only you could live 
in Birdland and not like snow while living 
in N.H.! I just wanted to let you know that I 
finally figured out why you haven't come 
visit me ... and I'm changing my deodorant 
tomorrow. And by the way, when am I 
going to see Val? Hmmm? Jen. 
Tired of your old shoes? Buy Swedish 
name Brand clogs at half price. First 
quality only. Call (868-1336) or come to 
the Coops Apt. S-3, 5 Dennison Rd., 
Durham. 
CLOGS! CLOGS! CLOGS Swedish name-
brand clogs at half price. Top Quality. Call 
868-1336. or come to the Coops Apt. S-3. 
Kimballs and The Manor-You two are 
the best roommates one could ever want. 
Let's get psyched for the best semester 
ever! Thanks for everything. Love, 
Phileroo 
Deb Edwards, Patti Torr, Jenny Fox and 
Kirsten Kohlmeyer-Get psyched for 
March 21 . BAHAMAS HERE WE'COME!! 
Love, Laura. 
Katy Cross-You have done an 
outstanding job pledging! I can't wait till 
you become a sister. You're the best Little 
sister. Love ya , Laura. 
TAROS-Well, looks like you made it-
you're a great pledge but an even better 
Little Sister! You did a great job this week. 
Get psyched for some wild times ahead. 
Love ya kiddo. Phil-Brite. 
Diane and Tracy- Get psyched for some 
awesome times this semester. Jayne and 
Jill. 
J & L Here is the personal you say you 
never got. J . thanks for all you 've done. 
You do take a lot of abuse. Would you 
rather we ignore you? L Here's to your 1st 
in 4 years. Thanks for the back rubs and I 
expect that we shall be together Sat. Nite. 
Love the boys of 9. 
Hey Loser, I knew that would catch your 
eye. Hi Den, you 've been waiting awhile 
for this personal. I finally got motivated 
enough to write it. Hopefully LUAU time 
will be here soon, pull out your grass skirt 
and whip up some Pina Coladas! Also be 
sure to stop by and see us tonight. H.H. 
too! Remember Liz will be here. DAVE, I 
think you've been studying too much! 
Please roomate keep yourself standing 
tonight, if not for you then me! How about 
cheeze pizza or a Reese's sundae? Pete 
W. where have you been all week. Don 't 
forget H.H. at Scorps! M&M Cookie. 
To my not so secret admirer, Yes, I guess 
my people do celebrate G.H. day. You 
know we'll celebrate any holiday if it 
means getting a day off. Thanks for your 
cute little note, get psyched for a terrific 
weekend!!! Love an avid admirer. PS. 
what do gromel hogs really look like? 
JOYCE-when am I going to make you 
dinner? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT TOMORROW IS 
KAREN A. JOHNSON'S 21 ST BIRTHDAY? 
Attention Put Tasker-You're in the Army 
now. We hear it's not just a job . . it's an 
adventure. So are you being all that you 
can be? If U.N.H. gets to be a big bore, 
we 'll join you in Missouri and let the Army 
pay for our education. But then again, 
olive drab never was our color. Besides, 
we!d want to wear high heels and go out 
to lunch. Well Dale, we miss you on Chuck 
St. and that's a fact Jack. 
Don't get ripped off! this Spring Break 
before you go and plan your trip, call us for 
info on Bahamas, Bermuda and Florida 
trips at the Lowest prices. 868-1440. 
Barb, Patti or Rob. 
An- they say that the best of friends are 
those who endure crises together, can we 
make it through this one? I hope you do, 
for both of us. Remember the eyes- The 
Cat. 
Di- What a wild weekend, ttufMai Kai, the 
almost hockey game, backgammon, and 
more. You're wild and crazy. -Scum 
Sun and fun are waiting for you this 
spring break in either the Bahamas, 
Bermuda, or Florida. Call us now about 
the Lowest prices available at UNH. Barb, 
Patti or Rob, 868-1440. 
Debra -Thanks for being so cool! -Art, 
Uncle Mark, and Big Bro. 
Hey Dugan -How about sneaking down to 
the Wailwinet Inn on Nantucket again? 
Too much tubing with lawn ain't good for 
you . Th is summer for sure? Love ya, Mart. 
Lisa to the Weeds of my life. You 're a 
sweet girl. But it 's too late to drive the 
Hough to Miami . Signed the Black 
Russian Funny Bone. 
Need a Change? How about a semester in 
San Diego, North Carolina, or Quebec? 
Come to the general information meeting 
Tuesday Feb. 8 Carroll / Belknap rm MUB 
12:30. 
Area II Residents--Play free at the MUB 
Games Room, February 8th, from 9 :00 
p.m. until 11 :00 p.m. Please bring your 
student ID. 
How does a semester in San Diego, North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill or Quebec sound to 
you? You can go on an exchange next fall! 
Come to the general information meeting 
Tuesday Feb. 8 at 12:30 p.m. in the 
Carroll / Belknap rm MUS. 
Area I Residents play free at the MUB 
games room, February 7th, from 9:00 
p.m. until 11 :00 p.m. Please bring you 
student ID. 
Off-Campus Durham students--Play free 
at the MUB games room, Tuesday, Feb. 
8th from 12:00p.m. until 2:00p.m. Please 
bring your student ID. 
Jan from Phi Mu-It's been a while, but I 
hope you haven't forgotten me. I've been 
trying to get you off my mind, but it hasn't 
worked. You're pretty as ever and I want 
you bad. Your long lost admirer. 
Janet-I don 't know about these MNUL 
meetings. You work too hard. Don't you 
ever have fun? We'll have to do something 
about raising your partying time level. 
Right!?! Have a terrific weekend. A 
Roomie. 
Car I Thunberg, An early Happy Valentines 
Wish to a guy with one sexy body. The 
semester has started off as one of the 
bestl! Lots of hugs and kisses from your 
known admirer. 
OK Jane, just wait. I'll get you soon 
enough. Maybe a white wash would be in 
order. You'll get yours (After all, I got 
mine) (Ha Ha). Bu. where are they when 
you need them most? Just another sex 
kitten. 
To the guys at 2 0 0-so you guys are 
giving me the silent treatment, eh? 
Nothing new I guess. I just want a ◄ ittle 
affection that's all . Amy 
Rox-This is the weekend we have been 
waiting for. When you arrive we'll start 
going at it . We won 't get any sleep, we 
won 't get a chance. When our exhausted 
bodies finally can't take any more we will 
collapse with smiles on our worn out 
faces. See if you can bring some friends 
so they can join us! I can 't wait, this will be 
great! See you at the Dance-a-thon. Love, 
Your "Partner" 
What a dirty mind!!! 
Nicholas! Hullo. How was your break. I 
think I owe you a cup of coffee. Let's make 
it soon. Please get in touch. I'd call you but 
I can 't find your number, Virginia. 
Juris Quaesitor, UNH's student Law 
Journal, will be meeting Monday, Feb. 7 
in the Hanover rm, MUS 7:30. ANYONE 
interested is welcome. We need your 
articles and your help. Questions, call 
Pete at 868-9818 B-12. 
Looking for something to do this 
weekend? Remember the Hetzel Hall 
Dance-A-Thon will be going on all 
weekend in the Granite State Room, day 
or night come join in the dancing. All are 
welcome. 
Spend spring break in Bermuda or Ft. 
Lauderdale. Take advantage of low prices. 
For information contact Cindy at 862-
1837. 
Seadog, did that machine really go 
"WZZZ"? Or did it just have tap much oil? 
L. 
Karen R. Johnson & Deb Penney- By 
Sunday night you two better have enough 
energy for some CHAMPAGNE never 
mind boor. Aftor Jl9 houro vvc'II da:>c r vc it. 
Thanks for the vis its during the week too. 
David and Gee. 
All are welcome to come dance or listen to 
the bands that will be playing all weekend 
in the Granite State Room of the MUS. 
Get psyched for the Hetzel Hall Dance-A-
Thon 1983. 
To the "trout of the year" Steve W. 
Linsey- you always seem to outdo 
yourself every week. Congrats! I'm sure 
that you're etching a place for yourself in 
UNH Stud Senate history. 
To Steve G. "The Man with the Funny 
Hats." May a thousand camels trod your 
flying 14th and JFK. Your beard is ugly but 
I'm sure that what is beneath it is worse. If 
you weren't so egotistical you'd 
understand when to bail out. 
Show how much you care. .. On 
Valentines Day send your honey a "Lollie-
Gram"! For only fifty cents a little sister of 
SAE w i ll deliver a "Lollie-Gram" 
anywhere on campus on Feb. 14 Orders 
will be taken next Wed., Thurs., and Fri . 
KAJ- Happy 21st. Let's go out for a drink 
soon -real soon. Hey how does the NE Ctr 
sound? I suppose it d(?esn't make much 
difference though, as long as the beer is 
frosty! -with love, JKS. 
To the Devine Boston Crew -Wow what a 
weekend! I can 't believe Dan and Rick 
called. Now it's my turn for a phone call. 
Maybe this weekend? Who's on first 
anyway? Happy Birthday-Jen-I mean. 
Dina I can't wait for this weekends 
roadtrip to 8.U. 
Semester at Sea -A unique experience in 
academics, culture and travel. See the 
campus rep in MUS Feb. 7 and Feb. 9 in 
MUB. 
I HEAR VOICES BUT THERE IS NO ONE 
THERE, I SMELL BLOSSOMS BUT THE 
TREES ARE BARE, ALL DAY LONG I 
SEEM TO WALK ON AIR . I WONDER 
WHY. I KEEP TOSSING IN MY SLEEP AT 
NIGHT AND WHAT'S MORE l'VE LOST BY 
APPETITE, STARS THAT USED TO 
TWINKLE IN THE SKY NOW TWINKLE IN 
MY EYE, I WONDER WHY!! I THINK A 
·BEAUTIFUL GIRL ON THE 2ND FLOOR OF 
FAIRCHILD IS INVOLVED!! 
Manuscripts? Publication? Did your eyes 
jump to this personal? Is it because you 
took Advanced Non-fiction writing last 
semester and you have a magazine article 
you'd love-to see published?Then come to 
the Student Press Office -Rm 153 in the 
MUB as soon as possible. Catalyst 
magazine would love to see what you 've 
got!! Ask for Leslie or Jody. 
Want to try something new? Find out 
what fraternities are all about. Rush 
starts Monday. See advertisement for 
details. 
I CAN 'T STAND TO BE APART FROM 
YOU. I REALLY WANT TO SAY l'M 
SORRY. I PROMISE, I WILL MAKE IT UP 
TO YOU. AFTER ALL THAT YOU HAVE 
MEANTTO ME AND AFTER ALL THATWE 
HAVE BEEN THROUGH, YOUR JUST A 
PART OF ME I CAN'T LET GO. 
REMEMBER MACKEREL SKY NEVER 24 
HRS DRY! I CAN'T SIT ALONE IN HYDRO 
ANYMORE. l'M STARTING TO TWITCH 
UNCONTROLLABLY. I LOVE YOU. WA-
WA. 
Are you tired of dorm life? Do you want to 
get involved, gain experience and friends. 
Fraternity Rush starts on Monday, see ad 
for details. 
Happy Birthday Shodi. Jim 
Debbie why are you such a Bimbo. Jim 
Silly Mike, plan on running this weekend 
or else it's roller skating time again. Jim 
Ann; now you're not the only one, at 40t 
Jim 
Louise, too bad the ice melted and guess 
you'll have to wait until next year to get 
your laughs. Jim 
J. Morton may be a hero at the surface, 
but deep down he's a gruntworm at heart. 
It's the Big 20 Carol-will you ever study 
again ' 
Hey Murray-Woman, hope you had a 
terrific B-Day! 
Carol, don't spend ALL your time at Nick's 
now that you 're legal!! 
GUMBY DAMITI! Hope that you've had a 
fantastic time this past week-I know I 
have just watching you doing you famous 
"Gumby Rolls. " You certainly are a crazy 
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PHIL,· FLIP, PHIL. FLIP, PHIL, FLIP, PHIL, 
FLIP ... Give Bri and Susie for frig for $5 
and 1 lb, of peanut M&M's. Be a nice 
guy!!! 
Are you selling flowers Flip? 
Ginger dear, Have a nice weekend. If you 
read this when you get back then I hope it 
was nice. Boy, that is corny, isn't it? 
Ernie: Why doesn't any one call you this 
any more? I suppose you have grown out 
of it. Well , it was good to get together with 
you . Keep in touch this semester. Jane 
Thank you all applicants who applied for 
Graphic Manager . It was a tough decision 
so by all means. keep looking for these 
sorts of jobs on campus. Thanks Cheech 
for all you help . Jane 
Phil, are you going to buy me a flower 
too?- Spice. 
Bri, I know you will have a great weekend. 
The chili will be waiting for you next 
wcell.cnd . Yet I thi n h. I vvill ;:,II.ii-' the 
barbequed potato chips and strawberry 
. ice cream. Spice. 
Nicholas-- ! can't hop without you ... Love, 
Wee-wee. 
Wendy and Lisa- -I haven't died. Love, 
Jeannie 
John D. of White Lies--Good luck tonight . 
Keep in touch! Your economics study 
partner. 
To the guys of Hubbard 4th--! miss snow · 
and mud football, and Celtics games with 
you .. 
Sue Z--Sorry about Thursday and our 
excercise! I haven't given up. I'll explain 
when I talk to you, okay? J . Z. 
JEN: What is this "thanks to a certain Mo' 
Fo' stuff"??? Who the HECK do you think 
you are anyway?? You know, some of us 
WORK for a living; we have jobs to do, and 
we can't worry about silly, dizzy, flaky 
little personals . We don't spend all our 
time SCOPING in the dining halls; we 
don't all live just to look at the lower 
section of a male human being. YOU'RE 
the only person I know who lives for that. 
Aaaah,, rn.V.Wl9@ is,s.weet. , ,. • 
Jane. for the second night. you were 
incredible. (That's what he said.) - No 
really, getting oµt that early with 32-
pages. I wonder if Dennis could ever do 
that? 
Mark-Just wanted to say Hi and thanks 
for the birthday gift again . I had a great 
time that night. And don't worry, I will get 
some studying done inbetween visits!! 
Love ya, Cathy 
Larry the Lobster, Congratulations! It was 
a girl - a very ugly girl, but still a girl. 
For Rent : Hotel Suite 633, two beds, talk 
to Julian for more information, or talk to 
Mark. He' ll show you a good time. 
HI Carol- Love your roommate. 
Becky- I'm going to miss you . Thanks for 
the talk---hopefully I won 't get eaten up. 
Have a good time in England . Love. 
Oatmea l. 
HEY POKEY-didn 'tthink I'd leave you out 
too, did you? I think you should saddle up 
and take Gumby on a roadtrip to Mexico!! 
And how about you pseudo-roommates 
too!! Get ready for more wild times to 
come!!!! 
I isa ;ind Di-I j ust wanted to tell vou that 
I'm having an excellent time this 
semester with the two of you, even 
though I haven't picked up ·a book yet! !! 
You two are a great influence!! But we 
certainly do have the BEST room in the 
house if I do say so myself!! Love, the 
other roommate. 
To my big sis and Humpy- our room is the 
best- we 'll have to have a party to christen 
it though before the semester is over. Get 
psyched .. . Love K, 
Dennis is going to throw up. 
Hi Ed : sorry I couldn 't bug you in class this 
week. 
ARE YOU IN NEED OF CASH? 
I need the use of a car two or three times a 
week to get to work in Northwood. I will pay 
top$$. Call 868-5902. Ask for Mike. 
To the guys at 2 0 0-so you guys are 
giving me the silent treatment, eh? 
Nothing new I guess. I just want a little 
affection that's all . Amy 
Rox-This is the weekend we have been 
waiting for. When you arrive we'll start 
going at it . We won't get any sleep, we 
won't get a chance. When our exhausted 
bodies finally can't take any more we will 
collapse with smiles on our worn out 
faces. See if you can bring some friends 
so they can join us! I can't wait, this will be 
great! See you at the Dance-a-thon . Love. 
Your "Partner" 
What a dirty mind!!! 
BINGO-My name is Kim! 
Nice job, Maggie. (That's what Hairy said). 
Political cartoonists needed - for The 
New Hampshire. Stop by Room 151 in the 
MUB; ask for Greg. 
Valentine 's day is coming . Write 
Personals in The New Hampshire. 
DAVE. GEE. DEB : WE CAN DO IT!!! GET 
PSYCHED FOR THE BEST WEEKEND 
EVER! LOVE-your 4th partner. 
All those DZ pledges who promised Deb 
and Karen they would come to the dance-
a-thon this weekend ; we 'll be waiting for 
you (maybe we 'll even let you dance once 
with our partners, that is if your costumes 
and songs are good!) 
Dear Rick J ., I think you 're really sexy. I 
think your weight adds to your appeal. I 
wish you would show more attention to 
me though. How about coming down to 
visit me. A not so secret admirer. 
Carol F.- I almost didn't get this in on time. 
I hope all of your classes are <going all 
right . Accounting forever ! I'm sure you'll 
have fun this weekend! Just think of all of 
my parties you ' ll be missing. I want to 
hear all about this little retreat when you 
get back. Let's hope the debriefing goes 
okay. Talk to you soon. -0 
Liz and Erin- I know that I haven't been a 
good brother to you guys lately, but I hope 
to make it up to you soon. I'm looking 
forward to alot of good times this 
semester. Not much more to say, so take 
care love, Big Brother. 
Jim S. Thanks for all of the support . I hope 
I live up to your high standards. 
Remember Managing Editors never die 
they yust freak out often. 
Thanks for the card - you cutie, you -
and get psyched to go wild esta noche. 
Love ya' 
RESUME! 
• Campus Copy 868-2450 ,, 
Valentines ... .for those 
you love ( and those 
you don't) .... at the 
book 'n card loft 
( upstairs at Town & Campus) 
.r----------------------------1 
THE TIN PALACE ! UNH Karate Club I I I 
"'-: FOOD & DRINK 7 
Downstairs ... 
on our BIG SCREEN 
Friday: Celtics vs. Indians 
Saturday: UNH Hockey vs. St. Lawrence 
i_ J ,~, 
on Channel 11 
In The Lounge ... 
Saturday Night 
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AElllrn of ThE Draton 
... his last performance is hia best! 
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Didio: no stranger to UNH field hockey scene 
By Rich Bateman graduation in 1978. And in the Tuft's field hockey team 
Unlike the other rooms on 1978 she served as the assistant gained respectability , later 
the second floor of the field hockey coach at UNH they would instill fear into their 
Fieldhouse, the door of Room with Rilling. opponents. 
220 bears no nameplate. It After a short stay here the As Didio put it, "We went as 
does, however, boast many door opened and Didio saw her far as we could go since we 
articles on field hockey and a big chance. "I had worked at weren't allowed to participate 
large sticker advertising field hockey camps and I guess in any national playoffs." Her 
lacrosse equipment. that I was the type of person four year field hockey coaching 
A touching letter, also taped Tufts was looking for," says record is 33-14-7. Last season 
to the door, addressed to the Didio, a short, young-looking her squad sported a record of 
Tuft's field hockey team, woman with dark curly hair 12-2-2, won the Massachusetts 
mentions commitment and and a pretty smile. "Besides, AIA W State Championship -
believing in oneself. they could afford . to ·take a which they have done for three 
This office belongs to Marisa gamble at that point, they had consecutive years - and won its 
Didio. No nameplate appears nothing to lose." · first Northeastern Intercolle-
on the door because Didio was Didio was handed a team giate Athletic Conference 
only recently named women's that ~anaged to win only one Championship. 
field hockey and lacrosse coach . game during the previous two _ In four short years, Didio 
at the University of New seasons. transformed a weak field 
Ham.r,shire. re_r,18cing Je::1n "When l took thejoh.:'lt T11ft~ hockey progrnm into one of the 
Rilling who resigned after the field hockey team was in best in the country - Tufts was 
coaching and teaching for 16 disarray," says Didio, a _ ranked fifth nationally among 
years at UNH. physical education major as an Division III schools. Says 
Didio hopes to establish a undergraduate. "There really Didio, "It wasn't just me that 
strong relationship between wasn't much interest in the turned the program around, it 
herself and her players as,- sport. We literally had to pull was the players, my coaching 
evidenced by the letter on her people out of the dorms staff and Rocco Carzo, the 
door, existed at Tufts because they did not come to athletic director." 
University. my office." Reflecting back on the past 
"We had one organizatio11al Despite the early lack of four years she adds, "You really 
meeting for both field hockey interest, the Tufts field hockey don't realize how amazing 
and lacrosse," says Didio program began to take shape. something is while you're 
smiling, "and most of the girls "We didn't win many gam~s caught up in it until you see it 
have come in to see me already. that first year, but we didn't get written down on paper." 
From what I've seen, we've got blown out much either. We The Tufts lacrosse team also 
a good bunch here." were in the game most of the fared well under Didio. Her 
Didio is no stranger to UNH time," says Didio, her short three year record as coach is 27-
ha ving been a standout stature accentuated as she sits 11-3. Last_ season her squad 
performer in both field hockey behind a large desk. . , posted · an 11-2 mark and 
and lacrosse here until her In that first season in ·1979, captured its first New England 
title. In her four years at Tufts 
Didio realiz.ed a personal goal 
as she brought both of the 
learns she coached to 
championships. 
With the retirement of Jean 
Rilling, another of Didio 's 
goals was realized - she was 
off~red the coachingjob of field 
hockey and lacrosse at UNH. 
"I'm certainly excited to be 
here," says Didio, "it's fulfilling 
my career goal. I've always 
liked this area and am looking 
forward to being a part of the 
staff and community." 
Didio also likes the type of 
athlete UNH always seems able 
to attract. "The girls from this 
area who choose to attend 
UNH have a lot of heart. They 
take th·e game seriously and put 
oNt a lot of effort. We don't get 
the premadonas here." 
Although Didio has a strong 
commitment to both sports, 
she prefers field hockey over 
lacrosse. "Whenever somebody 
coaches two sports they always 
lean more towards one," says 
Didio. "For me, it's field 
hockey." 
When asked if Jean Rilling, 
whom she played under and 
coached witi1, had any 
influence on her coaching, 
Didio replied, "she taught me 
knowledge of the sports, but as 
far as coaching goes I feel that 
we're totally O{i)p.osite1 I think 
that coaching is an extention of 
one's per-sonality ... and 
everyone's personality is 
different." 
Didio, who doesn't look a 
day older than any of her 
players, hopes to use the same 
coaching strategy here that she 
employed at Tufts. "I certainly 
hope to have an impact on the 
students and vice versa. I think 
that we have a lot of potential 
here and will field good 
squads." 
As for immediate plans, 
Didio plans to begin lacrosse 
practice soon and is currently 
busy recruiting students for 
next year. .. I '11 be busy 
recruiting for four to six weeks. 
In fact, I've been doing that 
even before I officially arrived 
here," says Didio. 
She also expects to practice 
field hockey indoors and 
participate in indoor field 
hockey tournaments. "If you 
look at UNH's record last 
season you'll see that only once 
did they get blown out - three 
games were lost in · overtime 
decided by penalty shots. This 
winter we 11 be working on our 
penalty shots because those can 
be important." 
"I really am excited to step 
onto the field for the first time. 
I know our field hockey team 
will be the underdog, but I like 
that. I like to deny other teams 
wins. We'll be competitive and 
we 11 be respected," claims 
,6.111~11~ 7:' -. ',,, .. 1,❖1 - . •--.. ~~ 
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the U.N.tf icewomen overpowere artinouth Wednesday 
night on the way to coach Russell McCurdy's 100th win.(Julie 
_su_p-pl-ep_h_oto_>_HQCKEY-----
(continued from page 32) 
extended play belonged to BC. the game that this is not time 
Gillies hung tough though, for a team to let down. 
making stop after stop. The ten "I remember a couple games 
minute overtime ended with like this my junior year," said 
neither team able to score. Crowder. "It's water under the 
"It's just a matter of breaking bridge, and they can't dwell on 
it open earlier," said UN H's. it. They're a good club and 
Steve Lyons. "What it comes ~hey'll do well but like any team 
down to is late in the game if they dwell on it they'll get into 
saying to the guy next to you, trouble." 
•hey no inatterwhat, they're not The _ Wildcats will face 
going to score."' powerhouse St. Lawrence, 
The tie didn't settle well with Saturday evening at Snively 
the Wildcats. Bruce Crowder, Arena. Face-:-off is scheduled 
former UNH standout and now for 7:30, and fans are reminded 
Boston Bruin, pointed ou! after that it's banner night. 
---HOOP---
(continued from page 32) 
club in. a few years." 
Last night's-win boosted the 
•cats season record to 15-6. 
Coming off an . 84-62 victory 
over Vermont on Tuesday, the 
squad is looking for its first 20-
game winning season. · 
A nightmare i-evisted ... almost 
When referee Jack Coyne 
waved his a,rms to signal the 
end of the UNH-Vermont 
basketball game, the spirit ·of 
Dick Lynch seemed to re-enter 
Lundholm Gymnasium. 
Oh how -we remember Mr. 
Lynch, the official who 
disallowed Robin Dixon's last 
second swisher in UN H's 77-76 
loss to Vermont last season. 
Later, a videotape replay 
showed Dixon's shot to be 
good. 
In contrast to Lynch's 
flapping arms that signified a 
no-good shot, Coyne's 
outstretched arms meant game 
over, UNH wins. 
"I looked out there and I saw 
Joe Rainis (SO) rises above the crowd for a short jump shot 
against Vermont Wednesday. The 'Cats went on to beat_ UVM 
71-69. (Carolyn Blackmar photo), 
him (Coyne) doing this," said 
Dan Nolan, waving his hands 
as Coyne did, "but that was for 
the end of the game. I knew we 
won when someone came out 
and grabbed my head." 
For a quick refresher, Nolan 
hit this year's buzzer shot. 
This was an important win 
for the Wildcats as they now 
play five more consecutive 
conference games starting with 
Colgate at home Saturday at 3 
p.m. and ending with Holy 
Cross in their last home game 
of the season Feb. 17. UNH 
plays Boston University two 
nights before the Holy Cross 
game in a week that pits the 
Wildcats against the other two 
top conference teams. 
Guard Al McClain led the 
team in scoring for the first 
time this year with an 18 point 
effort against Vermont. 
·McClain did, however, have 
some trouble from the free 
throw line late in the game. But 
he wasn't alone. The team as a 
whole hit only nine of 18 foul 
shots; the game really shouldn't 
have co.me down to what it did. 
But the 1760 on hand weren't 
complaining. 
A _sweeter statisitc shows 
UNH shooting 60 percent from 
the floor in the second half 
where the Wildcats outscored 
Vermont 35-27. .. Joe Rain is 
deserves recognition for a 
· couple of smooth left-handed 
hooks in the game ... One more 
pat on the back for Ted 
DiGrande and Mike Dinneen 
... And one more interesting stat 
that indicates that the Wildcats 
· had just one turnover in the 
·second half ( IO overall). 
--STEVE DAMISH 
4 
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Cat Nips/ Todd Balf ~,,Hb. 
More hrai~s, less 
brawn demanded 
With all the controversy surrounding the 
NCAA 's new and stricter admission standards 
the folks in power at the Field House don't 
seem too concerned. Most agree that 
University standards are well above the new 
requirements issued by the NCAA, which 
demand that a student athlete entering a 
Division I school score at least a 700 on their 
combined SAT's in order to play 
intercollegiate sports. 
"'It really doesn't affect us," said Andrew 
Mooradian, men's athletic director at UNH. 
"In order for the student athlete to get into 
UNH they need 900 or better anyway." 
Mooradian said the new measures,.,,vhich 1 
don't go into effect until 1986 and include a 
required high school core curriculem (four 
years of math, three years of english), will in 
the long run be· beneficial for all. 
Eagles tie icemen in last minutes 
"A lot of us were upset that many 
student/ athletes were not qualified to be in 
school," said Mooradian. "It's also 
discouraging to see the numbers who 
eventually graduate." Mooradian could 
probably add to that statement the numbers 
who do graduate without any semblance of an 
education. Witness the story of the Creighton 
basketball player who graduated and is now 
sitting in elementary school classes to learn 
everything he wasn't taught. He is now sueing 
his university. 
By Peter Clark 
••1 would have rather gotfen 
no goals and win, than to tie," 
said UNH's Paul Barton after 
his three goal, one assist 
performance against Boston 
College Tuesday evening. 
The Wildcats fu.6 overtime 
tie at Snively Arena made the 
Wildcats 12-6-1 overall and 8-
4-1 in the ECAC. 
To say the Snively crowd 
Tuesday night was vocal would 
be a drastic understatement. In 
fact, perennial season ticket 
holders and even fans who used 
to watch the Wildcats play 
outside, hadn't seen such a 
crowd in sometime. 
It wasn't until 12:36 of the 
first period though that the 
capacity filled Snively Arena 
could feel its oats for the first 
time. With BC's John 
McNamara in the penalty box, 
UNH's Steve Lyons teed one 
up from the point. Teammate 
Paul Barton collected the 
rebound and stuffed it under 
BC's Billy Switaj, making it 1-0 · 
UNH. 
BC got back into it a minute 
later when Bob Sweeney beat 
UNH goaltender Brl!,Ce Gillies 
on a drive from the right circle. 
A minute later BC's Michael 
Brown put his club up 2-1 when 
he turned · and fired from the 
left circle after collecting a 
loose puck. 
At 16:43 of the first, Switaj 
grabbed a puck out of his 
crease and drew a penalty for 
delay of game. After the whistle 
tempers flared, sending 
McNamara and UNH-'s Dan 
Muse off for four minutes each. 
Again the powerplay worked to 
perfection. UNH captain Dan 
FoFget took a pass at the left 
circle from Lyons, fed through 
the slot and found Wildcat 
forward Dan Potter, making it 
2-2. 
••11 was our powerplay that 
salvaged the tie, said UNH 
coach Charlie Holt. hUnfor-
tunately we · didn't _do much 
else." 
It stayed tied for the · 
remainder of the period, but 
two more penalties were 
assessed at the twenty minute 
·mark. E~~r~ 'Ed ·Rauseo and 
Wildcat Chris Pryor were 
called for roughing, creating ~-
three-on-three starting · the 
third period. 
BC captain Lee Blossom, a 
Concord, NH native broke in 
on "-Gillies and slid a low shot 
underneath the junior from 
Dunbarton, NH. 
.. Ifs frustrating when the 
goaltending comes in spurts," 
said Gillies. •• ... a couple of 
those cheap ones I should have 
had." 
BC went ahead 4-2 seven 
minutes into the second, but 
Barton, after a massive 
scramble in front of Switaj, was 
able to find daylight, bringing 
the Tats to within one. The two · 
teams squared off right after 
the goal, resulting in four 
minutes to UN H's Ralph 
Robinson and four minutes to 
BC's Dan Griffin. 
.. Our even-up (five-on-five) 
was poor," said Holt reclining 
in his office. ..It was our 
powerplay that saved us." · 
If Billy Switaj hadn't seen 
another UNH powerplay all 
evening, it probably wouldn't 
have upset him. When BC's Joe 
Mccarren headed for the .. sin-
bin moments later,. all Switaj 
could do was wait for the 
Wildcat powerplay. 
After relentless pressure, 
Barton~ a native of Stratford, 
Ontario, deflected a point drive 
from UNH's David Lee, tying 
the score at · four, converting 
UNH's third straight 
powerplay bid, and getting the 
hattrick. 
.. All game long they got high 
percentage shots on the 
powerplay, said Switaj. •·1t 
wasn't our defense either, they 
were just working it nicely." 
Wildcat Ken Chisholm 
finished the second period 
scoring as he fired a loose 
rebound past Switaj. 
UNH, ranked sixth and BC 
ranked eighth in the ECAC, 
exchanged third period goals, 
but when Gillies appeared to be 
interferred with at 18:47, 
Blossom got his second of the 
night, to · send the game into 
overtime. 
Despite good Wildcat 
chances, the momentum in the 
HOCKEY, page 30 
UNH women swimmers 
meet Maine today 
By B. Doherty 
After three consecutive 
losses, the UNH women's swim 
team will attempt to regain 
their winning ways with a 4 
p.m. home meet today against 
the University of Maine. 
All three of the losses were 
away meets, and all three were 
close with the outcome not 
decided until the last events. 
On Jan. 18 against 
Dartmouth, the swimmers 
were flat with, the exception of 
Mary Ellen Claffey who swam 
personal be.sts in the 200 and 
500 freestyle. 
The next was lost in the final 
relay. 
Agai·nst Springfield College 
four days later, UNH swam 
well, but lost the meet when 
they failed to seat better than 
third place in the last individual 
event. 
Outstanding performances 
were turned in by Cathy Jones 
(her best I 000 free of the year) 
and Melissa Lawrence in the 
100 butterfly. 
- On Janua_ry 29th UNH 
traveled to Smith College, 
swam well, but again lost the 
meet in the last event. This time 
it was the 200 free relay. 
However, the UNH swimmers 
still posted their best time of the 
year in the event. Katie Kelley, 
Melissa Lawrence and Ann 
Sullivan swam well for UNH 
with Sullivan qualifying for the 
National Championships in the 
50 fly. 
On the graduation score UNH seems to be 
pretty successful. According to the registrars 
office an extremely high percentage of 
student/ athletes graduate, with less than one 
percent dropping out. In addition, only three 
student/ athletes were barred from competing 
in sports this semester because of grades . 
'I've had only one kid transfer in 
14 years, and_five kids 'Who haven't 
graduated in 14 years' --Friel 
"The majority of our student athletes 
graduate," said Mooradian. "I think most 
realize that very few of them will make a living 
in pro sports." 
UNH basketball coach Gerry Friel says the 
new NCAA rule will have· no effect on his 
recruiting and jokes that he almost wishes the 
NCAA would investigate his program. 
Because of its success, that is. 
"I've had only one kid transfer in 14 years," · 
says Friel, "and five kids who haven't 
graduated in 14 .years. 
Certainly, UN H's record looks pretty good.-
And evidently there are few worries in the 
Durham camp. But around the nation many 
administrators of black colleges have called the 
NCAA proposal prejudicial. Their argument is 
based on many people's belief that the SA T's 
are a perfectly adequate test of the average, 
middle dass white student living in suburban. 
America. The test, however, clearly does not 
represent an accurate test for many minorities. 
That is because the SA T's fail to gauge a 
number of intangibles, including the cultural 
background and different life styles of many 
students. 
Much of the -controversy is because the 
President's American Council of Education, 
the board which originally formulated the 
proposal, had no black representative. 
However, Mooradian says we are likely to see 
many amendments made before the new rules 
become effective in 1986. Amen. 
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Big Green fit_s hill for UNH icewomen's 100th 
By Julie Supple 
HANOVER-:-"Well,obviously 
it feels very good," said 
women's ice hockey coach 
Russell Mccurdy after his 
100th team victory in his six 
years of coaching at UNH. 
As of Wednesday night, the 
women have accumulated a 
I 00-1-2 record overall. Their 
latest victim, the Dartmouth 
Big Green, was easily defeated 
7-1, even though the 'Cats were 
missing Lorie Hutchinson and 
Captain Marcy Delaney. 
Jn an evenly played first 
period, Debbie Arey netted the 
first goal 17 minutes into the 
game. She was the sole scorer 
that period. 
After a ragged opening, 
UNH's offense returned in the 
second period aggressive c:tnd 
enthusiastic. Shutting out the 
Big Green, UNH scored four, 
the last three in a four minute 
time slot. 
Laura Brown's goal was 
followed by a pass from Brown 
to Terry Strack, who smacked 
in the puck from the center. 
The following two goals went 
to Kip Porter and R ohin 
Balducci, with Lauren Apollo 
assisting in both. 
In the remaining period, 
Dartmouth struggled but was 
finally able to knock in one 
goal, just after a Cindy McKay 
score. 
A scattered offense and 
Dartmouth's tendency to miss 
scoring opportunites was the 
core of the Big Green's 
problem. 
Freshman Bridget Stearns 
wrapped up the victory, scoring 
half way into the last period, 
after the pµck had touched 
Balducci's and McKay's stick. 
"WP playPd quite well," said 
McCurdy, "McKay had a 
splendid game and Kathy 
Kazmaier did extremely well at 
Dan Potter (11) digs for the puck underneath BC goaltender Billy Switaj. UNH tied the Eagles 
6-6. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Lady cagers take Rams by horns 
By Maura Gavin 
Linda Neilson has been 
called this team's unsung 
heroine on more than one 
occasion by coach Cecilia 
D~Marco and fellow players 
alike. Last night's 92-72 win 
over the University of Rhode 
Island proved to be no 
exception. 
. Neilson 's steal and lay-up 
with 8 seconds left in the first 
half put the Cat's in good 
form,49-41. Her career high of 
19 points was gained through 
the versatile guard's· play 
calling direction and . 
aggresiveness. 
Coach DeMarco said that 
she is beginning to shoot 
confidently and it shows. 
The 'Cats and the Rams 
played the old carrot and stick 
charade for a good portion of 
the game but URI was unable 
to satisfy its appetite. The 
Wildcats served up a banquet 
of strong defense, fine tuned 
offense and, as usual the finesse 
of a few. 
Theresa Redmond had a 
game high 23 points while Gail 
Jackson turned in a fine 
defensive performance along 
with a respectable 15 points. 
URI is a young team with 
less experience playing in close 
games, which this one was at 
one point."They caught up 
with us in the first half,,. 
DeMarco said, "because we 
overplayed their man-to-man." 
But in the second half, down by 
two with eight minutes left, 
URI could not come back. 
"Our running game had a big 
effect," De Marco added. "By 
this time the offense was 
potent." 
The Gulas twins, Christine 
and Corinne got cooking and 
intimidated the Rams on both 
ends of the court. Chris had 
two steals to boost her total to 
54 and six assists, while 
Corinne added eight points. 
The game did have its 
disappointments. Despite -
their ignoring several obvious 
hacks, the officials still called 
52 personal fouls:'Quick fouls 
caused us to go to the hence 
early, "De Marco commented. 
"Our freshmen haven't put it all 
together, but they will run this 
HOOP, page 30 
goal." "In the second and third 
period, we shot much better 
and were much quicker in 
general. I was extremely 
impressed with the forward's 
defence play." 
Goalminder Kazmaier had a 
tqtal of 22 saves at the end of 
the evening. 
Friday, the Lady 'Cats travel 
to Canada for a three day 
Concordia tourney with 
Montreal and Quebec. 
"It's unfortunate that we'll be· 
understaffed for the heaviest 
part of our schedule this 
weekend; we will try to do our 
best," Mccurdy said. 
Nolan's shot heats 
buzzer, Vermont 
By Steve Damish 
This was a game in n·eed of heroism. For there was UNH, 
facing a 69-69 tie with Vermont, and a clock allowing the men's 
basketball team just nine seconds to traverse the length of the 
court for an attempt at averting an overtime period. 
After the ball was brought up court, a Robin Dixon ( 17 
points)toss missed. Dfxon followed his shot, however, snagged 
the rebound and by force of gravity headed out of bounds. 
But there was Dan Nolan, unguarded under the hoop. 
A shuttle pass from Dixon. A last shot of the game for either 
team (before the buzzer, Dick Lynch). 
A UNH 71-69 victory. 
The Wildcats remain undefeated in the ECAC North 
Atlantic Conference with a 4-0 mark ( 10-7 overall) while 
Vermont slips to 2-6 in the NAC and 5-15 overall. 
Why heroic? First consider the fact that Nolan ("I made one 
layup tonight," he joked.), had a sub-par game, sinking just 
four of ten shots from the floor and two of five foul shots. But 
he was in position when positioning was most important. 
And keep in mind that the Wildcats didn't fold even after 
missing four front ends of one-and-one foul shot opportunities 
in the final I: 19 of the game. UNH hit just five of 12 second half 
foul shots and was nine for 18 for the game. 
"Even though we missed the crucial foul shots," said UNH 
coach Gerry Friel, "'the big basket was there when we needed it. 
I was exceptionally happy for Danny because that was his 
worst basketball game until then." 
"I just put it up and let it happen," said Nolan. "Those things 
happen so fast." 
'I play on instinct. Sometimes I'll go in 
there and draw some fouls ... Other times 
it happens.' --Ted DiGrande 
Next, consider that two faces that haven't seen much playing 
time this season came off ,the bench in the second half to score 
eight of the 11 points that put UNH ahead 57-52 with 10:24 
remaining in the game. 
Before that 11 point streak, and before Ted DiGrande and 
Mike Dinneen buried their. first baskets of the game, UNH had 
played 21 :35 of the g~me facing deficits. 
"We were flat," said Friel, "and those guys, who I classify as 
tough guys, I put in to get that zip." 
"He (coach Friel) told me that he likes to get people fired up," 
said DiGrande. "If we (the players) come out flat, the guys 
coming in from the bench can see that." 
Both Dinneen and DiGrande made key defensive plays as 
well as big baskets. 
Dinneen 's layup, which was preceded by Di Grande blocking 
a shot on the other end, was the shot that lifted UNH from 
minus to plus one after the 21 :35 of playing-from-behind time. 
"If I get a little sweat on defense," said Dinneen, having 
logged just 120 minutes of playing time before the game, "it 
gives me a little confidence offensively." 
DiGrande, a freshman who previously had played just 80 
minutes this season, followed Dinneen 's layup with three and 
six foot jumpers that gave the Wildcats a five point cushion. 
With 3:45 left in the game and the score tied at 65, Di Grande 
blocked a Tim Woodlee ( 17 points) shot. UNH capitalized on 
the turno-.:er when Al McClain (the game's leading scorer with 
18 points) hit a ten foot jumper to give the Wildcats a two point 
lead with 2:51 left. 
"I play on instinct," said Di Grande. "Sometimes I'll go in 
there and draw some fouls and will be benched before I know it. 
Other times it happens." 
When it does "happen" as a team, you're able to overcome a 
50 percent showing from the free throw line (UNH shot 55.4 
percent fr.om the floor). And you're able to hit the buzzer shot. 
"I really felt confident in the last nine seconds," said Vermont 
coach Bill Whitmore. "Our intention was to pressure the shot 
and if there was time, get one off ourselves." 
But, much to Vermont's misfortune, UNH timed its heroism 
'perfectly. 
